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Abstract

“I’m sorry this hasn’t been a fairy tale”:
Examining Romance Reality TV through The Bachelor
Virginia Rose Hernandez, MA
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Supervisor: Alissa Sherry
Romance reality programming has become a major player in the television field,
with the most successful shows garnering huge ratings and massive audiences over the
course of numerous seasons. But while the concept of finding love in a competitive
environment on the national stage is new, romance reality TV programs seem to
regenerate outdated stereotypes which work in a retrograde fashion to envisage love in
traditional, pre-feminist heteronormative and patriarchal structures.

Combining a

background of literature on reality TV which gives insight to the manipulative tendencies
of the industry; feminist scholarship on the acculturating and indoctrinating nature of
classic fairy tales; and writings on the prevalence of postfeminist ideology that
emphasizes self-surveillance/subjectification, the rhetoric of self-empowerment, and
natural differences between the sexes, this thesis examines one of the most ubiquitous
romance reality shows, The Bachelor. Through the lens of nine tropes - beauty, passivity,
marriage, victimization, vilification, romance rhetoric, gender roles, consumerism, and
vi

the male gaze – I analyze a full season of episodes, tallying the occurrences in each
category. Using these tally numbers as general indicators and providing examples of
each theme, I argue that the lessons conveyed to audiences by The Bachelor and other
romance reality programs bear a striking resemblance to classic fairy tales morals in
which positive outcomes for heroines directly correlate to their perceived femininity,
including conventionally feminine virtues like physical beauty, moral turpitude, and
adherence to normative gender roles.

The presence of postfeminism in the media

contributes to making these outdated fairy tales themes seem congruent with female
agency and empowerment by uncritically casting the failure to find love as a personal
one. At the same time, men are placed in advantageous positions of authority and power,
affirming the inevitability and desirability of patriarchal relationship arrangements.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Reality television, reality show participants, and the immense popularity of the
genre with audiences around the world have been objects of interest for media scholars
since the field first began to flourish in the early 2000s. Modern reality television is
generally thought to have burgeoned with the success of The Real World (1992), Survivor
(2000), and Big Brother (2000), three shows premised on watching contestants navigate
human relationships while engaging in a challenge designed to test their fortitude. In
these early reality programs, the concept of the challenge was billed as a social
experiment; being “stranded” on a remote desert island with limited resources, or being
an amenable housemate to strangers under the scrutiny of 24-hour surveillance (Couldry
2004; Holmes 2004; Huff 2006; King 2006; Pozner 2010).
However, in prompt fashion, a controversial reality special called Who Wants to
Marry a Multi-Millionaire? aired on the Fox network on February 15, 2000 (Huff 2006;
Pozner 2010). Who Wants to Marry a Multi-Millionaire? quickly became infamous for
its premise; the pairing of emergency room nurse Darva Conger to Rick Rockwell, a
multi-millionaire whose identity was withheld as he whittled down a bevy of women,
finally choosing Darva to become his wife. Shortly after the special aired, the press
revealed that Rockwell had a troubled past, having been accused of domestic violence by
a former girlfriend, and furthermore, had personal financial issues (Huff, 2006; Pozner
2010, 10). While Conger and Rockwell‟s “marriage” was swiftly annulled, the potential
for reality television to become a site for water cooler moments, and its participants to
1

become tabloid stars (Conger later posed for Playboy), had been realized. Capitalizing
on the reality sensation and the fact that producing reality television can cost an average
of 50 to 75 percent less than producing a scripted show, the industry exploded with new
reality shows (Pozner 2010, 14).
Over a decade since its current inception, reality shows have erupted in number
and style, and almost no subject was off-limits, with programs created covering
everything from dating and marriage, to weight loss, plastic surgery, partying and
parenting (Andrejevic 2004; Orosan-Weine 2008; Pozner 2010; Robert 2007; Sgroi 2006;
Stephens 2004). That potential for must-see moments has materialized in the production
of series designed to be divisive (Temptation Island [2001], The Swan [2004], and
Toddlers and Tiaras [2009] to name a few), as well as those series which catapult
obnoxious personalities into the national spotlight (The Osbournes [2002], Real
Housewives of… [2006], and Jersey Shore [2009]). In the meantime, the abundance of
reality shows has drawn the attention of television scholars who debate the effects of
reality TV and their frequently troublesome nature on culture and our societal landscape.
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Chapter 2: Mass Media and Reality TV’s Messages
Like other genres of television, reality programs are assumed to deliver messages
and images to viewers because of the power of mass media to reach into our homes on an
almost omnipresent basis. Feminist media activist Jennifer Pozner echoes a common
belief among television researchers about the influence of mass media, writing:
Media is our most common agent of socialization, shaping and informing our
collective ideas about people, politics, and public policy. Pop culture images help
us determine what to wear, whom to date, how to vote, how we feel about our
bodies, how we see ourselves, and how we relate to racial, sexual, socioeconomic,
and religious “others” (2010, 97).
The media has a profound impact on society, helping to literally contour culture as it
reflects popular understandings of social functions, positioning, relationships, and even
personal desires. For decades, feminist media scholars have been critical of the way that
television mirrored historical social norms of gender bias, creating images and messages
which cemented an inferior view of women as solely housewives, mothers, and
housekeepers. While traditional television genres like sitcoms and dramas have arguably
reflected a modern status of women more in line with feminist achievements, reality
television presents itself as a troubling oddity in the sometimes retrograde approach to
gender relations and interpersonal relationships found in its texts. As a result, reality
shows have frequently been an object of criticism and scrutiny by feminist media
researchers for a variety of reasons.
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Reality Contestants: “Reality” and “Truth”
First, it is commonly concluded that reality television has become more
exploitative of its contestants over the years (Couldry 2004; Graham-Bertolini 2004;
Holmes 2004; King 2006; Pozner 2010). For each show, there is normally a production
“formula” that is followed; while that formula is subject to the actions of the contestants,
the contestants are also subjected to the formula, and are often encouraged by producers
to engage in specific behaviors. Second, many reality shows are also manipulative in
post-production in an effort to boost ratings (Couldry 2004; Graham-Bertolini 2004;
Holmes 2004; King 2006; Pozner 2010). Narrowing down what can amount to dozens of
hours of footage into a 30-minute or one hour format means that the tone of the show and
actions of the contestants can be changed and determined quite easily in the editing
process. Another major point of contention for reality television theorists is that because
the very title of the genre invokes the word “reality,” these shows are presented as telling
some sort of truth; and indeed, it benefits the program‟s status if audiences can relate to
its themes, participants, or challenges, regardless of whether or not that version of “truth”
has been manipulated to create identification (Couldry 2004; Hall 2009; Holmes 2004;
Johnston 2006; Pozner 2010).

In a chapter entitled ―Teaching Us to Fake It: The

Ritualized Norms of Television‘s Reality Games,‖ Nick Couldry acknowledges the affect
that ―ritualized norms‖ can have on society and culture, particularly when the images
shown in these programs are declared to be reality. He writes that the mere presence of
cameras among the contestants, as well as the production process itself, work to eliminate
disparate interpretations of the show, making the display of ―truth‖ a mediated
4

experience; as such, he deems all reality shows a ―social process (emphasis original)‖ in
which contestants are subjected to ―surveillance, analysis, and selective display‖ for the
purposes of garnering ratings (Couldry 2004, 72).
Furthermore, because manipulation is so common, it ceases to be an aspect of
reality television that disturbs viewers and discourages them from watching, even if they
readily acknowledge that some aspects of the shows are “fake.” Studies of reality TV
viewers show that regardless of whether audiences believe the plotlines of the programs,
they engage with the texts mainly because of identification with or against the contestants
(Baruh 2009; Hall 2009; Roberti 2007).

In an empirical study, communications

researcher Alice Hall found that:
What unites understandings of these shows within a single conceptual category is
not their setting, format, or subject matter. Nor is it the perception that the shows
are „real‟ in the sense that they present real life as most people experience it.
Rather, audiences define these shows in terms of a focus on real people playing
themselves (Hall 2009, 516).
For feminist television critics, this is why the portrayal of women contestants becomes a
site of friction. The power held within the purported displays of “truth” in the reality
genre, combined with the formulaic depictions of women, is especially significant in
consideration of women‟s social positioning, social expectations, and normative roles.
When women are portrayed negatively in reality shows, whether that is a showcase of a
seemingly out-of-control tantrum, “wanton” sexual desire, or hopeless crying over a man,
the invocation of truth and reality portends a disheartening theme:
…because a central premise is that contestants are „real people‟ behaving as they
normally would in „real life,‟ the none-too-subtle implication is that women in
5

general may not deserve an more respect than is shown to the ones on the
TV(emphasis original) (Pozner 2010; 57).
Moving further into how these reality show messages can affect viewers, in his
article, ―Training Camps of the Modular: Reality TV as a Form of Life,‖ Barry King ties
in Michel Foucault‘s concept of discipline, writing: ―In fitting themselves to the format,
all participants, in front or behind the camera and in the editing suite, conform to a
dramatic diagram – the iteratively reproduced map of positions between the forces that
constitute the disciplinary process‖ (King 2006, 47). According to King, the labor of
watching disciplined bodies encourages viewers to ―work on their own bodies in real
time,‖ forcing the viewer to project unto themselves an image of an ideal; not only an
ideal body, but an ideal time and place where that body is glorified (King 2006, 52).
Mapping the unique positionality of women onto King‘s work then only takes a couple of
steps. When women in reality shows are represented narrowly and spend much of their
on screen time in bikinis, ball gowns, or crying over missed opportunities of love, and
then one woman is rewarded above all others for her ―innate ability‖ to woo the man of
her dreams, it creates a roadmap of acceptable behaviors for viewers at home. When this
scenario is played out repeatedly in a number of different television programs, viewers at
home begin to question their own circumstances, their appearances, their opinions, and
their beliefs if they are at odds with those projections of ―reality‖ and ―truth‖ –
projections which make it seem possible for anyone to follow this predetermined
roadmap, despite the heavy manipulation involved in creating those circumstances.
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Romance Reality Television
Perhaps the most powerful of reality subgenres which affect women are the shows
created around a romantic storyline. These dating and romance reality programs are
designed specifically to appeal to women viewers, and are often some of the most
successful reality franchises. According to Jonathan W. Roberti, between the years of
2000 and 2007 there were at least 28 different reality shows based on dating, including
but not limited to: The Bachelor, The Bachelorette, Change of Heart, A Dating Story,
Dismissed, Elimi-DATE, Extreme Dating, The Fifth Wheel, For Love or Money, Friends
or Lovers, Joe Millionaire, The Last Resort, Love Cruise, Marry My Mom, Married By
America, Meet My Folks, Mister Personality, Rendez-View, Perfect Partner, Shipmates,
Single in L.A., Speed Dating, Star Dates, Taildaters, and Temptation Island (2007, 118).
Additionally, to demonstrate the popularity and ubiquitous quality of the romance reality
subgenre, Roberti cited Nielsen Media Research statistics gathered in 2007 which showed
that reality dating programs topped the list as the most widely watched television
programming of any genre. There are several types of romance reality shows, and they
vary in structure and purpose: Temptation Island, Elimi-DATE, and The Fifth Wheel for
example, are all shows that seemed to be intentionally exploitative, frequently depicting
scenes of sexual intimacy and outrageous drunken behavior, while Joe Millionaire and
Marry My Mom attempted to construct stories of a perfect romance. While there is much
to say about the style of the sensationalized, hyper-sexual reality dating shows, this thesis
focuses on the later; reality TV shows which set their contestants up in the hope of
finding “true love.” To do this, I focus on the 15th season of the romance reality genre‟s
7

most influential, most-watched, and profitable primetime franchises: The Bachelor
(2002).
Depicting a romantic courtship that leads to a flawless ending – a wedding or an
engagement - is the ultimate goal of The Bachelor, and in order to accomplish this goal,
producers rely heavily on the trope of the fairy tale. They are just one of many programs
who utilize this agenda; something that has not gone unnoticed by feminist media
researchers, who note the prominence of the return to “traditional” heteronormative
relations within romance reality TV as a part of a broader turn to postfeminist ideology.
Postfeminism, a notion first posited by Susan Faludi, is a theory articulating what many
feminists see as a modern disavowal of feminism and feminist values.

In her

groundbreaking book Backlash, Faludi challenged the then popular notion that women
had gained complete equality as a result of feminist struggles (Faludi 1991).
Investigating what she referred to as ―lies‖ told by the media about women - specifically
about how ―unhappy‖ modern women were, and the undercurrent that women‘s liberation
movements were to blame for this unhappiness – Faludi‘s ―backlash‖ concept laid the
groundwork for further research on postfeminism which emerged (alongside reality
television) in the mid-2000s.
The Postfeminist Media Culture
In an early article on postfeminism, British feminist cultural scholar Angela
McRobbie echoes parts of Faludi‘s work by understanding postfeminism as ―an active
process by which feminist gains of the 1970s and 80s come to be undermined‖
8

(McRobbie 2004, 255). She argues that feminism is becoming ―undone‖ by a series of
cultural mechanisms which appear to ―engage in a well-informed and even wellintentioned response to feminism,‖ but that actually work to dismantle the achievements
of feminism by rendering it a ―spent force‖ (IBID, 255). McRobbie draws in the topics
of personal freedom and individual choice as central to the postfeminist attitude – in
order to convince women that their relative gains in social equality have afforded them
the ability to disregard feminist objectives. She describes feminism as bound up in a
―double entanglement,‖ in which popular media texts normalize ―post-feminist gender
anxieties so as to re-regulate young women by means of the language of personal choice‖
(IBID, 262). McRobbie‘s foundational work on postfeminism and her use of media
examples, like billboards and the film Bridget Jones’ Diary, opened up a debate among
feminists about what exactly constituted postfeminist ideology, whether or not its
components could be pinpointed as ―good‖ or ―bad,‖ and how it could be addressed.
Writing in the midst of these deliberations, Rosalind Gill‘s article ―Postfeminist
media culture: elements of a sensibility‖ outlined what she considered to be the defining
features of the ―postfeminist sensibility‖ (Gill 2007, 148). The features articulated by
Gill gave more definitive facets to postfeminism, made it more easily definable, and
allowed for more probing research in the area.

Gill identifies the elements of the

postfeminist sensibility as:
the notion that femininity is a bodily property; the shift from objectification to
subjectification; an emphasis on self-surveillance, monitoring and self-discipline;
a focus on individualism, choice and empowerment; the dominance of a makeover
paradigm; and a resurgence of ideas about natural sexual difference (IBID, 149).
9

According to Gill, each of these elements contributes to a contradictory media
environment which communicates to women that their actions are entirely under their
own control, but that they must also confine their actions to socially-accepted,
prescriptive, and normative feminine behaviors. Additionally, in the introduction to the
edited book volume, Interrogating Postfeminism, Yvonne Tasker and Diane Negra add
consideration of the unintended consequences of a postfeminist media culture to the
growing discussion about postfeminism (Tasker and Negra 2007).

Expanding upon

Gill‘s elements, Tasker and Negra observe that postfeminism has ushered in an increase
in consumerist values, an insinuation of whiteness and middle-class status as preferred
personal characteristics, and the image of women as ―perpetual pin-ups,‖ always made up
to a specific social standard (IBID, 2-3). They also argue that feminists and feminism
have been ―othered‖ by the postfeminist media culture, pointing out that the ―f-word‖ has
become something prohibited, particularly in pop culture (IBID, 4).
Postfeminism and Romance Reality TV Criticism
Feminist scholars researching reality television have utilized the literature on
postfeminism as a nuanced way of critiquing conflicting elements found on reality
television, especially where the notions of ―true love‖ are hyperbolized by other factors.
For example, Elena Levine analyzed the ―synergistic‖ corporate relationship between the
Disney, ABC, and Lifetime corporations through the lens of the Lifetime network reality
show series Weddings of a Lifetime, which specifically targeted women and young
couples as its core audience (Levine 2005). Focusing on the consumer-oriented aspect of
10

Weddings of a Lifetime, Levine heavily criticized the ―reality‖ of the show which brought
together young, engaged couples and gave them a ―fairy-tale dream wedding‖ in
exchange for an hour of heavy promotion of Disney products, staged proposal scenarios,
and a large dose of heteronormative wedding and love clichés (IBID).
Renee M. Sgroi‘s article on another infamous reality television show, Joe
Millionaire (2002), explores the positioning of class in the postfeminist media
environment, and the contradictions placed on the female participants by the very concept
of the show (Sgroi 2006). Joe Millionaire‘s premise took a working class man and
presented him as a mysterious millionaire to a group of women vying to be his wife.
Sgroi argues that as a working class man being shown how to behave as a millionaire and
being paraded around as such, not only is Evan (the ―Joe‖ of the show) foregrounded in
class issues, but so are the women. According to Sgroi, the women participants were
objectified by the editing process according to how interested they appeared to be in
money as opposed to love - despite the fact that the entire show was fabricated since the
women were led to believe they would be introduced into a millionaire‘s lifestyle if they
were to be chosen by Evan to be his wife (IBID, 286). Sgroi concludes with a criticism
of the patriarchal air of the show:
What I think happens on Joe Millionaire is that women perform their subject
positions in relation to men and to a heterosexual, patriarchal order that attempts
to locate women in specific spaces within the heterosexual couple. Yet how this
works is determined by women‘s performances as certain kinds of classed people
(IBID, 291).
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Writing specifically about The Bachelor after its premiere season in 2002, Susan
J. Douglas comments that the show is at its essence a postfeminist text. 1 Pondering the
reasons why her teenage daughter and her daughter‘s friends seemed to love the show,
Douglas admits that her daughter and her daughter‘s friends know that the premise of The
Bachelor is ―sexist,‖ but that they still enjoyed identifying with some personas ―and
rejecting others, as they calibrate what kind of woman succeeds in a world where
appearance and personality still powerfully determine a woman‘s fate.‖ 2 Douglas goes
further, speculating on the role of the bachelor himself, and how he is judged by viewers,
especially female ones:
The show is a metaphor for the persistence -- dare I say, desirability -- of
patriarchy, but in post-feminist clothing. With all of Aaron‘s faux soul-searching
about people needing to be honest and sensitive and not wanting to hurt any
woman‘s feelings, he embodies the lie that patriarchy ain‘t so bad now because it
has been humanized by women. 3
Postfeminist ideology is inextricably woven through the fabric of the media
landscape, not simply in reality television; though the presentations of ―reality‖ and the
exploitation of real contestants make it much more potentially damaging. Countless
reality shows have been the subjects of feminist critique through a postfeminist lens,
including ones falling under the romance category, but other subgenres of reality shows
like makeover and beauty-oriented programs have been scrutinized as well.

The

controversial series The Swan (2004), America’s Next Top Model (2003), Extreme

1

Susan J. Douglas, The Face of Post-Feminist Patriarchy, AlterNet, December 2, 2002.
http://www.alternet.org/story/14670 (April 1, 2011).
2 IBID.
3 IBID.
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Makeover (2002), and the British and American versions of What Not to Wear (2001 and
2003, respectively) have been written about extensively, with feminist authors focusing
on their postfeminist themes of self-regulation, individual choice, and normativity
(Orosan-Weine 2008; Pozner 2010; Roberts 2007; Wearing 2007).

Where romance

reality TV is distinguishable is in the persistent inclusion of the fairy tale narrative,
renewed by postfeminist ideology mirroring ―old-fashioned‖ relationships dominated by
a patriarchal social and interpersonal structure. In fact, feminists have critiqued the fairy
tale as a method of female indoctrination into social norms since the 1970s. I turn now to
a review of feminist literature on fairy tales, illuminating this complex, normalizing agent
of social discipline and outlining the themes that can be found in uncannily similar
parallels in romance reality television programs.

13

Chapter 3: Fairy Tales: Lessons on Femininity and Morality
In a 1972 essay called “‟Some Day My Prince Will Come‟: Female Acculturation
Through the Fairy Tale,” Marcia Lieberman argues that the fairy tale is a primary source
of learning for children, writing:
Not only do children find out what happens to the various princes and princesses,
wood-cutters, witches, and children of their favorite tales, but they also learn
behavioral and associational patterns, value systems, and how to predict the
consequences of specific acts or circumstances (Lieberman 1972, 384).
Lieberman works to deconstruct several of the most popular literary fairy tales in order to
uncover motifs that placed women in an inferior position to men. Through her analysis,
she maintains that fairy tales exhibit psychological behaviors to children, such as their
proper sexual roles, and further, that fairy tales express that there is a way of “predicting
outcome or fate according to sex” (IBID). In 1979, academic literary critic Karen E.
Rowe wrote another influential essay on the relationship between feminism and
traditional fairy tales that coincided with many of Lieberman‟s arguments, beginning by
stating that: “Even in modern society where romance co-habits uncomfortably with
women‟s liberation, barely disguised forms of fairy tales transmit romantic conventions
through the medium of popular literature” (Rowe 1979, 237).

By underlining the

moralistic consequences bestowed upon the tales‟ heroines for both “good” and “bad
behavior,” Lieberman and Rowe created some of the foundational criticism through
which feminists would view traditional literary fairy tales as mediators of femininity and
morality.

14

The connection between fantasy, fairy tales, and the portrayal of women in
popular culture has continued, and has found significant ground in television studies of
romance reality TV. Elizabeth Johnston, in her 2006 essay, “How Women Really Are:
Disturbing Parallels between Reality Television and 18th Century Fiction,” outlines many
of these connections while relating the fairy tale tropes to classical works of fiction.
Uniting the work of Rowe and Lieberman with Johnston‟s modern analysis, several
important premises and themes emerge which are vital to understanding how the “fairy
tale” trope functions in popular cultural forms like films and television.
The Eminence of Beauty
Both Lieberman and Rowe stress the role that beauty plays in the fairy tale. Many
characters are actually named in such a way that signifies their specific forms of beauty:
literally, as in “Beauty” from Beauty and the Beast4, and figuratively, as in “Snow
White” from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs5. In many fairy tales, beauty is its own

4

Beauty and the Beast has been rendered in many forms. The most recognized version of the story in
America is the 1991 animated film produced by Walt Disney Animation Studios. To demonstrate its
popularity, the film was the first of only three other animated films to be nominated for the Academy
Award for Best Picture. See “Disney Archives: Beauty and the Beast” for more information
(http://disney.go.com/vault/archives/movies/beauty/beauty.html).
The traditional literary fairy tale was first published for an adult audience by French writer
Gabrielle-Suzanne de Villeneuve in 1740. In 1756, it was abridged and tailored by Leprince de Beaumont
for a younger audience of “well-bred young ladies.” De Beaumont altered the story so that more of the
requirement of transformation relied on Beauty and not on Beast. This version of the story is ultimately the
one most distributed and referred to although other versions have since been written. See “Beauty and the
Beast” by Terri Windling for more information (http://www.endicott-studio.com/rdrm/forbewty.html).
5

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) was the first animated feature film produced in America, and
the first produced by the Walt Disney Company. It is based on the version of the German literary fairy tale
collected by the Brothers Grimm in the early 1800s. To demonstrate its popularity, it has been listed on the
American Film Institute‟s list of the greatest films ever made for over a decade, and was further named the
greatest American animated film of all time. In 1989, Snow White was also added to the National Film
Registry as “culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant.” See the American Film Institute and the
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reward, and prettiness comes with a host of other desirable personality qualities
transmitted to children through the morals of the stories. Lieberman writes:
Where there are several daughters in a family, or several unrelated girls in a story,
the prettiest is invariably singled out and designated for reward, or first for
punishment and later for reward…Good-temper and meekness are so regularly
associated with beauty, and ill-temper with ugliness, that this in itself must
influence children's expectations (Lieberman 1972, 386).
Furthermore, beautiful girls in fairy tales do not have to demonstrate extraordinary
qualities, aside from those which affirm their femininity, in order to capture the attention
of the inevitable heroic prince. Lieberman continues:
Since the heroines are chosen for their beauty (en soi), not for anything they do
(pour soi), they seem to exist passively until they are seen by the hero, or
described to him. They wait, are chosen, and are rewarded (emphasis original)
(Lieberman 1972, 386).
Lieberman‟s observation that passivity and unquestioning kindness correlates to beauty
and that meanness is linked to unattractiveness is something that clearly evident in most
film versions of fairy tales, but it is also present in reality television. Beauty is, of course,
a key factor to the selection of contestants on reality dating programs; the idea is that the
male contestant on the show gets to have his choice among a bevy of beautiful women.
Because they are all beautiful in the normative sense, adhering to hegemonic standards of
attractiveness, what differentiates them is their commitment to being “good;” as
Lieberman might put it, to patiently and quietly wait to be chosen for the reward.
Elizabeth Johnston writes that in reality programs, “just as in eighteenth-century

National Film Registry for more information (http://www.afi.com; http://www.loc.gov/film/filmnfr.html).
Like Beauty and the Beast, Snow White has been rewritten and rendered in many forms. See “Tales Similar
to Snow White & the Seven Dwarfs” for more information
(http://www.surlalunefairytales.com/sevendwarfs/other.html).
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fiction…the „angel of the house‟” tends to triumph in her pursuit of the bachelor by
proving that her behavior is morally superior to that of the other women (Johnston 2006,
124).
This was particularly true in Joe Millionaire. Addressing the treatment of its
female contestants, Alison Graham-Bertolini heavily criticizes the show which
“glamorizes traditional notions of appropriate demeanors for women, and normalizes
ideas about roles acceptable for women to assume and the goals women should aspire to”
(Graham-Bertolini 2004, 341).

According to Graham-Bertolini, the woman who

eventually “won” the show, Zora, was:
portrayed as a model of virtue…modest, reluctant at first to even kiss Evan, and
hesitant to appear before him in her swimsuit. We learn that Zora plans to use
any monetary award to care for a sick relative, a clear indication of her
domesticity (Graham-Bertolini 2004, 342).
In the end, Zora and Evan apparently failed to find a love connection, and Evan later
revealed that he was not at all interested in her; the producers, believing Zora the most
deserving because of her status as a schoolteacher and a charity worker, cajoled Evan into
giving her the prize in order to manufacture a perfect ending (Pozner 2010; 34).
Johnston elaborates on the artifices of morality to which female reality contestants
must be devoted if they hope to win affection:
Under clearly artificial circumstances, the show promises the bachelor will get to
know what kind of women they really are…. they will have to talk about their
feelings; they have to prove that they can offer more than silicone arm candy.
After all, all the contestants are beautiful. The woman who wins, wins on the
basis of her virtue (emphasis original) (Johnson 2006, 124).
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Ultimately, it is the combination of attractiveness and apparent moral turpitude – deemed
“true beauty” – that wins the affection of the bachelor and/or the audience.
Marriage: Courtship and “Happily Ever After”
Perhaps the most pervasive theme and certainly the most commented upon,
marriage is the ultimate event in most fairy tales. In these stories, marriage is usually the
escape to “happily ever after” for the heroine, but the courtship process is paramount in
verifying the special qualities of the protagonist. Lieberman writes:
[Courtship] is magnified into the most important and exciting part of a girl's life,
brief though courtship is, because it is the part of her life in which she most counts
as a person herself. After marriage she ceases to be wooed, her consent is no
longer sought, she derives her status from her husband, and her personal identity
is thus snuffed out (emphasis mine) (Lieberman 1972, 394).
Both Lieberman and Rowe speculate on the transmission of fairy tale messages to
children, finding two problematic implications extending from the idea of “happily ever
after.” First, the emphasis on courtship as the most significant time in a girl‟s life creates
an innate desire to always be courted, as it confirms that she is special and worthy of
attention (Lieberman 1972, 394). Second, fairy tales then convey to young girls that
marriage is the literal “end” of the story, marking marriage as an “enchantment which
will shield her against harsh realities outside the domestic realm and guarantee
everlasting happiness” (Rowe 1979, 250). Importantly, as Lieberman points out, this
“enchantment” comes when a young woman resigns her independence into the hands of
Prince Charming, who can, by virtue of his superior social status, better her life
dramatically over what she might have accomplished on her own.
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Rowe explicitly connects fantasy in fairy tales and the reality of women,
acknowledging that women do sensibly distinguish between fantasies of finding a
“prince” and the realities of life, but that the acculturation of fairy tales runs much
deeper:
[Women] transfer from fairy tales into real life those fantasies which exalt
acquiescence to male power and make marriage not simply one ideal, but the only
estate toward which women should aspire….In short, fairy tales are not just
entertaining fantasies, but powerful transmitters of romantic myths which
encourage women to internalize only aspirations deemed appropriate to our “real”
sexual functions within a patriarchy (Rowe 1979, 239).
The internalization of the fairy tale marriage myth is one reason why romance reality
shows have proliferated so successfully even among married women; the display of an
idealistic “wooing” fantasy is appealing and nostalgic. Yet, because romantic reality
programs, like fairy tales, often end after the day of marriage (or proposal for marriage),
the hardships of partnership are obscured. Women living those hardships can be left
feeling unfulfilled as the dreams of perfect courtship and “happily ever after” eventually
prove false. Ironically, the eminence of a program like The Bachelor demonstrates that
fairy tale myths are not dispelled, no matter their real-life shortcomings. As Johnson puts
it, “…women return to play out the fantasy over and again; rather than questioning its
very premise, they privatize its failures” (Johnston 2006, 128). In other words, instead of
problematizing social expectations for love and marriage, women blame themselves
when reality does not match fantasy, and when reality shows make it a point to parade
trite characters, it tends to authenticate some sort of common female deficiency and
cement self-blame.
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In a chapter called ““What Do Women Watch? Tuning In to the Compulsory
Heterosexuality Channel,” feminist scholar Jennifer Maher makes precisely this point as
she analyzes The Learning Channel‟s (TLC) long-running hit reality shows A Wedding
Story and A Baby Story. Maher writes:
On the one hand, these programs are indoctrinating women into traditional gender
roles, confirming the dominant cultural beliefs regarding love and romance that
[Adrienne] Rich and other feminist theorists have critiqued. On the other hand,
we can also view Wedding and Baby as revealing the unhappiness that occurs
when you have bought the romance-as-ultimate-fulfillment idea hook, line, and
sinker (Maher 2004, 199).
Focusing expressly on A Wedding Story, a show which follows a couple around on their
wedding day and outlines the details of the event while telling the audience a highly
romanticized version of the bride and groom‟s relationship, Maher researches the reasons
why married women become obsessed with this program by examining comments on
TLC‟s internet message boards. Wedding‟s own televised fairy tale connotations are
obvious, and even literal, as “according to the participants themselves, it appears that
women want to look like „princesses‟ and they do indeed continually refer to their
betrothed as „Prince Charming,‟” but what is most striking is the gendered language its
viewers use to describe why they watch (Maher 2004, 202).
A production assistant contributes to the board: “‟Of course girls love it because
of the fact that it‟s many girls‟ biggest dream and the most important day of their lives;‟”
many fans comment that their husbands do not understand why they watch and “ask for
reassurance from other fans as to whether they are OK for having such a close
relationship with the show;” and when troubled by their own “addiction” to the show,
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other board members imply that the interest is attributable to “natural femininity” (Maher
2004, 209-210). Maher takes note of the contradictory stances of many of the women,
particularly the ones whose husbands are actually hostile toward their viewing habits, but
who remain utterly devoted to the institution of marriage and even “use their husband‟s
names and wedding dates in their postings” (Maher 2004, 211). She concludes that these
message boards reveal that TLC‟s reality programming taps in to the incongruous
positionality of women‟s desire for love, driven by fairy tale notions juxtaposed with the
realism of married life: “Paradoxically, A Wedding Story and A Baby Story reveal the
discontent of perfect love as we‟ve been coached to feel and live it as well as the
repetition compulsion such dissatisfaction engenders (emphasis mine)” (Maher 2004,
212).
Victimization, Passivity and Patriarchal Relationships
Another more disturbing common theme in fairy tales is one of female
victimization. Frequently, the girls in fairy tales are subjected to cruelty or punishment
and fear plays a role in their circumstances or somehow aids them on their road to fate.
This is most easily identified in the Cinderella story, although victimization is present in
many fairy tales as described by Lieberman. What is significant about the subject of
victimization in these stories is the combination of this with the passivity already
identified in female heroines. The permutation of passivity, victimization, and adulation
for their beauty also teaches a potentially dangerous moral.
Cinderella, Lieberman explains:
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In her discussion of

Ultimately, [Cinderella‟s] loneliness and her suffering are sentimentalized and
become an integral part of her glamour. “Cinderella” and the other stories of this
type show children that the girl who is singled out for rejection and bad treatment,
and who submits to her lot, weeping but never running away, has a special
compensatory destiny awaiting her (Lieberman 1972, 390).
Rowe makes another connection between the victim story lines and the bolstering
of social norms, especially heterosexual marriage.

She asserts that in fairy tales,

traumatic incidents serve as a “rite of passage” and signals their readiness for adulthood.
Rowe argues, “Yet, evolution dooms female protagonists (and readers) to pursue adult
potentials in one way only: the heroine dreamily anticipates conformity to those
predestined roles of wife and mother” (Rowe 1979, 243). According to Rowe, the
message inscribed in these tales is that the roles of wife and mother, and by transfer, the
power of patriarchal relations, is the only savior from a life of hardship.
Victimization on reality television is not quite as obvious a theme as beauty or
marriage, but nevertheless, it plays a significant role in constructing sympathetic
contestant story lines in romance reality television. Each season on The Bachelor, as the
women are introduced to viewers, we also become aware of tragedies in their lives which
have rendered them “ready for love.” The most egregious example of this treatment is
evident in the latest season of the show through Emily Maynard, the eventual final
contestant. We learn right away that Emily has a history of love; a tragic one which
involves her previous fiancé being killed in a plane crash a few days before she finds out
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she is carrying his child. 6 Emily‟s storyline will be explored in-depth in the data portion
of this paper.
Another way in which the victimization trope emerges in romance reality
television shows is tied to elements of competition. Very frequently, producers set up
dates designed to make the contestants uncomfortable, even scared or disturbed, and this
creates an environment in which the women believe that they must do anything it takes to
please the men. Again, this form of victimization is present in The Bachelor, and is
particularly emphasized by scenes of women crying. Jennifer Pozner addresses this in
her book Reality Bites Back: The Troubling Truth About Guilty Pleasure TV. She depicts
a moment in the third season of the show, making the point that the women are coaxed by
their circumstance to readily discard their beliefs in order to win the approval of the
bachelor:
For example, a vegetarian described eating meat for the first time in twelve years
just because Andrew Firestone (star of The Bachelor‟s third season) fed it to her.
“My stomach will probably never be the same, but at least I touched his hand,”
she said, grateful for crumbs. After she got the heave-ho, she batted her big,
brown eyes at the camera and moaned: “You wanna see a girl that‟s crushed, you
got her” (Pozner 2010, 54).
Vilification of Powerful Women
Another continuous theme in fairy tales is the vilifying of powerful women,
normally portrayed as ugly “bad” stepmothers, unworthy “wicked” stepsisters, or jealous,
“evil” witches. Both Rowe and Lieberman acknowledge that there are frequently “good”

6

"Episode 15.1." The Bachelor. Starring Brad Womack, Host Chris Harrison. ABC. Air date: January 3,
2011.
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women with power as well, but, “[p]owerful good women are nearly always fairies, and
they are remote: they come only when desperately needed” (Lieberman 1972, 392). Most
often in fairy tales, the exertion of female will is one concerned with jealously over the
beauty of the heroine. Lieberman writes, “Whether human or extra-human, those women
who are either partially or thoroughly evil are generally shown as active, ambitious,
strong-willed and, most often, ugly” (IBID, 392). Lieberman continues, adding that fairy
tales institute a dichotomous relationship between women who are beautiful and
submissive and those who are written as ugly and powerful.

The message of this

vilification, coupled with the relative absence of ambitious females portrayed in a
positive light, is powerful: “We can remark that these stories reflect a bias against the
active, ambitious, „pushy‟ woman, and have probably also served to instill this bias in
young readers” (IBID, 393).
Rowe as well comments on the “clear warnings” that romantic fairy tales
broadcast to their female viewers, remarking on the fact that many female fairy tale
villains are killed, or at least banished, for their jealously and interference over the
heroine. She contends that in these stories,
…resistance to the cultural imperative to wed constitutes so severe a threat to the
social fabric that they will be compelled to submit…By punishing exhibitions of
feminine force, tales admonish, moreover, that any disruptive non-conformity will
result in annihilation or social ostracism (Rowe 1979, 247).
While nothing in reality dating shows is that extreme, Johnston nonetheless confirms the
presence of these cultural norms dictating female behavior and connects it to the
continuation of patriarchy, associated with postfeminist ideology. Johnston states:
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The women who win on these shows, the ones with whom we are urged to
identify, embody a desirableness, as evidenced by the bachelor‟s choice of them,
which bespeaks the rightness, the naturalness of their version of femininity
(emphasis mine) (Johnston 2006, 128).
According to Johnston‟s reasoning, the women who are portrayed sympathetically on
reality programs often exhibit one side of the dichotomy – the beauty and passivity - and
are juxtaposed with villainous women who ultimately “fail” to find love. In these reality
TV shows, the presence of the villain reestablishes the “naturalness” of the normative
femininity and gender stereotyping.
The vilification of assertive women on The Bachelor is an every-season
occurrence. In a New York Times article about the second season of The Bachelor called
“The Bachelor and His Barbies: Love at 25th Sight”, author Caryn James illustrates a
typical vilified woman storyline:
Best of all, there was Christi, Fatal Attraction Barbie, backbiting and stirring up
emotional drama, sobbing in the Bachelor's arms because the other girls were
mean to her. After the Bachelor rejected her -- even he said, ―I think Christi had a
‗Fatal Attraction‘ thing‖ -- she could barely keep her hysteria under control as she
cried and said, ―I was supposed to have another opportunity to show Aaron that
I'm not an emotional basket case.‖7
While it may be said that some of these women are ―unstable‖ in their pursuit for love,
the truth is that because of producer-led interviews and editing, sound bites may be
misleading in an effort to attract viewers. As discussed above, viewers watch the show to
both identify with and rally against certain contestants. Without a targeted villain, the
show‘s entirely story structure would be corrupted.
Caryn James, The Bachelor and His Barbies: Love at 25th Sight, New York Times, November 17, 2002.
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/11/17/arts/television-radio-the-bachelor-and-his-barbies-love-at-25thsight.html (April 1, 2011).
7
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Chapter 4: The Bachelor Franchise
The series The Bachelor produced by Mike Fleiss and hosted by Chris Harrison,
first aired in 2002. The show has culminated in fifteen seasons of bachelors. The
configuration of the show revolves around a male bachelor, usually one with means,
meeting a group of 25 single women in search for one to become his wife. The bachelor
goes on a series of dates with the women of his choice, either one-on-one, two-on-one, or
a group date with numerous women, and each two-hour episode ends with a rose
ceremony. At the rose ceremony, the bachelor calls out the names of the women he
wants to keep for the next episode. The women are prompted with ―Will you accept this
rose?‖ – a question which has yet to be answered with a ―no,‖ though women have
occasionally parted the show for various reasons. The bachelor also normally hands out
roses on dates. As the women are whittled down, the dates become more intimate and the
bachelor is invited to four of the women‘s hometowns to meet their families. In the
following episode, three women attend ―overnight dates‖ typically in exotic island
locales, where they are given the option of accepting the card to the ―fantasy suite;‖ an
opportunity to stay overnight with the bachelor. In the finale, the remaining two women
get to meet the bachelor‘s family before the last rose ceremony, in which is it anticipated
that the bachelor will propose to the last woman standing.
The Bachelor season also includes two special episodes; ―The Women Tell All,‖
which normally airs prior to the finale episode, and ―After the Final Rose,‖ which airs
directly after the finale. ―The Women Tell All‖ brings back most of the eliminated
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women, particularly the controversial ones and the ones recently dumped by the bachelor.
In a two-hour long recap of the season, catfights, heartbreak, and embarrassing situations
are revisited as the women confront one another and the bachelor. In ―After the Final
Rose,‖ the second place contestant gets a chance at closure with the bachelor, and then
the final couple is revealed in public. Typically, they rehash their relationship and
discuss their futures together. These special episodes are hosted by Chris Harrison, and
he acts as an interviewer and moderator for both.
Notable Bachelor Controversies
With its many controversies, perhaps one of the most damning is the lack of
unions coming out of The Bachelor. Of fifteen seasons, only eight bachelors actually
proposed at the end. Six bachelors offered the equivalent of ―promise rings‖ to their
chosen women. Of these pairings, only one couple has stayed together and wed, and
even that was in a most unusual fashion. In the finale of season 13 (2009), single father
Jason Mesnick (himself a reject of the preceding season of The Bachelorette) proposed to
Melissa Rycroft, who accepted the ring. The two were shown celebrating with Jason‘s
son Ty, and all seemed well until the ―After the Final Rose‖ special aired.

Jason

confessed to Chris Harrison that he felt he had made the wrong decision in choosing
Melissa and that he wanted a chance with Molly Malaney, the runner-up. On national
TV, Jason broke the news to Melissa that he wanted to split so that he could be with
Molly. Once that business was over, Molly came out, listened to Jason‘s explanation and
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took him back. About a year later, Mesnick and Malaney were married on ABC special
entitled: ―The Bachelor: Jason and Molly's Wedding.‖
Another controversial moment occurred in season 11 (2007) with bachelor Brad
Womack from Austin, Texas. Brad chose DeAnna Pappas and Jenni Croft as his last two
women, but in a shocking twist, he rejected both women at the final altar, telling them
that he just was not in love. Womack was vilified throughout the media coverage,
suffering a backlash in his personal life as well as in public. The producers of The
Bachelor made it seem as if they were not aware that Brad was not going to propose, with
Chris Harrison stating that they had flown DeAnna‘s parents out to the site of the final
ceremony at Brad‘s request. This scandalous season may seem all the more surprising
with the revelation of the fact that Brad is also the bachelor of the 15 th season. What‘s
more, the second time around Brad was given 30 women (instead of just 25) from which
to choose. Upon bringing Brad back for a second try, the producers had to frame him as
being rehabilitated for a return, truly ready now to find love.
The Bachelorette
The Bachelorette is a spin-off of The Bachelor, also hosted by Chris Harrison. 8
The Bachelorette began in 2003, and ―turned the tables,‖ giving a woman the opportunity
to choose among 25 men. While this may immediately seem to even out the playing
field, so to speak, the show in many ways reproduces the formula of The Bachelor.
Though it is beyond the scope of this thesis to fully review The Bachelorette, there are a
8

The Bachelor has also produced a second controversial spin-off; Bachelor Pad, a game show involving
former contestants from both The Bachelor and The Bachelorette. Read more about Bachelor Pad at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bachelor_Pad.
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couple of key differences and similarities between the two shows which can quickly
illustrate the notion that The Bachelorette does not effectively give women an
authoritative stance.
First, the show has only produced six seasons, with a seventh one in the works
starring rejected contestant Ashley Hebert from the 15th season of The Bachelor. Second,
in the final rose ceremony of The Bachelorette, the man still always proposes to the
woman. In this alone, there is no upsetting of the ―natural‖ social order. Finally, while
The Bachelor has brought Bachelorette rejects on board, it was not until the 13th season.
Prior to that, The Bachelor sought out desirable men with impressive accomplishments or
stature, such as Prince Lorenzo Borghese (season 9, 2006), Andrew Firestone of the
Firestone tire family (season 3, 2003), and emergency room doctor Travis Stork, now
most famous for being the host of the medical advice show, The Doctors (season 8,
2006). By contrast, every bachelorette has been a cast-off from The Bachelor with littleto-no emphasis on their careers and accomplishments. Instead, the women are framed as
getting a second chance to find love after having their hearts broken the first time around.
This framing is especially apparent in the story surrounding season seven (2010)
bachelorette, Ali Fedotowsky. Ali had chosen to leave the 14 th season of The Bachelor
because her lucrative job with Facebook was in danger, but a week later, she was shown
calling Jake, the bachelor, and begging to come back. Jake had moved on and rejected
her. When Ali appeared on the ―Women Tell All‖ special, as Pozner explains:
Ali confessed that although it would have meant losing her apartment and her
livelihood, she ―would choose love over work‖ if she could do it again. ―Don‘t get
me wrong, I am the biggest advocate of women going out there and having
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careers. One thing I know, though, is that when I‘m on my deathbed I don‘t want
to look back and say I didn‘t love enough,‖ she said, promising to ―put love first‖
from then on. Now cured of her pesky self-reliance, the newly retro-tastic Ali
quit her job to become the sixth Bachelorette (Pozner 2010, 243).
The fact that Ali had now come to realize that love was more important to her than work
was a continuous thread in her season of The Bachelorette. Moreover, the fact that she
regretted not making a similar choice in her time on The Bachelor was repeated
throughout the beginning of the season.
Generally, The Bachelorette attracts much less attention than The Bachelor, yet its
record for making couples is actually better. Of six couples, two remain together. The
very first bachelorette Trista Rehn, and her chosen man Ryan Sutter, are married with
children, and are often involved in more recent seasons acting in a couples-counseling
type role to new Bachelor/Bachelorette couples. Ali is also still engaged to her fiancé
from the show, Roberto Martinez. Interestingly, in season three of The Bachelorette
(2005), Jen Schefft rejected both finalists without nearly the outcry garnered by Brad two
years later.
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Chapter 5: Research Goals and Methods
The goal of this work is to demonstrate that within romance reality television
shows there are very specific themes closely related to those of classic fairy tales. These
old-fashioned tropes put on display certain behaviors, either to exalt the behaviors or
demonstrate that undesirable behavior leads to undesirable consequences. The plot lines
of fairy tales are nearly always heterogendered, and as indicated by a review of the
literature, romance reality TV has eschewed decades-old feminist gains and pushes for
equality in favor of a retrograde and easily digestible exhibit of idealized heterosexual
love and marriage. Much the way feminist scholars make connections to argue that
children are acculturated to social norms by fairy tales, television scholars have
demonstrated that social customs and expectations can be influenced by the media. As
these researchers have noted, reality television, because it relies on the label of ―reality‖
and features seemingly relatable people, is a markedly persuasive format which warrants
investigation.
Romance reality TV, one of the most prosperous and popular sub-genres of the
reality show category, is a site of inquiry not only for its use of stereotypical gendered
devices, but also because it is a format which specifically courts women as its audience.
Of the romance reality shows, The Bachelor is the longest-running and by far the most
widely watched. In January 2011, the premiere of the 15 th season of The Bachelor,
featuring second-time contestant Brad Womack, drew an audience of nine million
viewers. The episode was the number one watched television show of the night among
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women 18-34, with a margin of 20% more women viewers than its competition. 9 The
March 2011 finale and subsequent ―After the Final Rose‖ special were even more
successful, averaging about 13.845 million viewers over the three hours they aired. 10
With millions participating in The Bachelor as viewers of, as Couldry puts it, the
program‘s ―ritualized norms,‖ it follows from the established scholarship that the
messages associated with The Bachelor have an impact on the way women view
themselves, their marriages, and the very notion of love and courtship.
Methodological Approach and Data Collection
Using the concepts laid out in feminist literature on fairy tales gives us a way to
find general impressions within The Bachelor‘s episodes, but there are limitations to this
work. It is not the intention of this paper to make determinations on exactly what the
impact of The Bachelor is on its viewers, nor is it to illustrate in a definitive fashion that
each episode can be broken down quantitatively into its formulaic parts. Rather, I aim to
lay basic groundwork demonstrating that according to the categories implied in fairy tale
literature, The Bachelor shows a general trend of conforming to these themes which put
women in a disadvantageous social position. In order to embark on this project, I viewed
each episode of the 15th season of The Bachelor twice, looking for instances fitting nine

9

“The Bachelor” Wins with Women 18-34, The Futon Critic, January 1, 2011.
http://www.thefutoncritic.com/ratings/2011/01/04/the-bachelor-wins-with-women-18-34988500/20110104abc01/ (3/8/2011).
10 Daniel Fienberg, TV Ratings: Viewers choose „The Bachelor‟ finale, HitFix, March 15, 2011.
http://hitfix.com/articles/tv-ratings-viewers-choose-the-bachelor-finale-on-Monday (April 9, 2011).
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pre-determined categories and utilizing a simple tally system. 11 I also took notes for each
episode for use in my data section.
The first category I identified from the literature was the theme of beauty.
Because, according to Rachel E. Dubrofsky, ―[t]he women on The Bachelor are often so
similar in appearance (e.g., body size and skin color) that at least visually, they may at
times appear to be interchangeable,‖ it became necessary for me to limit what would
count as a reference to ―beauty‖ (Dubrofsky 2006, 46). After all, Mike Fleiss, the
executive producer of The Bachelor, openly acknowledged that attractiveness is a
prerequisite to be on the show: ―When we‘re looking for the bachelorettes, we take all
kinds of things into consideration. There are psychological tests, there are blood tests,
but most important—they have to look good in the hot tub (emphasis original)‖ (Pozner
2010, 71). Instead of attempting to tally all potential ways in which the shows seeks to
show the beauty of its contestants, I limited it to spoken emphases on a contestant‘s
(good) appearance, and spoken emphases on the contestant‘s clothing or accessories if it
was made in the context of their overall beauty.

11

See Full Chart in Appendix.
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Table 1:

Themes and Working Definitions

Category Name

Definition




















Spoken emphasis on a contestant‘s appearance
Spoken reference to a contestant‘s clothing (including accessories)
Demonstration of deference (deference of choice and/or feelings)
Demonstration of traditionally feminine virtue (moral goodness, modesty, and/or chastity)
Willingness to show capacity for domesticity (as a wife or mother)
Spoken reference to the desire to be married and/or engaged
Portrayal of marriage as a romantic myth
Reference to past or present trauma
Sentimentalizing of suffering as personal triumph or part of the process of finding love
Use of fear-inducing events to elicit feelings
Emphasis on visual or spoken demonstrations of jealousy displayed by an unpopular contestant
Emphasis on visual or spoken demonstrations of overt sexuality displayed by an unpopular contestant
Use of suggestive music, editing, etc which indicates a contestant‘s motives are impure
Inclusion of scenes in which multiple contestants verbally attack an unpopular contestant
Use of terms which are typically associated with fairy tale romance, such as “happily ever after”
Reference to ―dream come true,‖ ―fantasy,‖ ―finding love,‖ ―falling in love,‖ ―fairy tale,‖ etc
Reference to Brad as being ―perfect,‖ ―the one,‖ or reference to his capabilities as a husband
Tasks which re-emphasize traditional male/female positions
Interpersonal communication and/or meetings which re-emphasize traditional gender dynamics

Consumerism



Displays of products or items which are presented as desirable in a romantic context

The Male Gaze



Visual emphasis on the erotic display of women‘s bodies

Beauty
Passivity
Marriage
Victimization

Vilification

Romance Rhetoric
Gender Roles
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My second category was passivity.

I looked for examples of contestants

demonstrating deference to Brad, which manifested itself in a number of ways. I tallied
in this category when women deferred choices to the bachelor and in instances where
women placed their own feelings on the back burner in favor of his feelings or to
demonstrate their ―love‖ for him. Additionally, I marked this column when the women
willingly showed capacity for domesticity as a wife or mother, a willingness that is
revealed in every season of the show as the women make their play for the bachelor.
Finally, I took note of women making displays of traditionally feminine virtues, like
moral goodness, modesty, and/or chastity, such as a reluctance to kiss Brad for example.
The next category I monitored was marriage. I looked for spoken references to
the desire or readiness to be married or engaged. I also tallied times when marriage was
portrayed as a romantic myth, exemplified below by Pozner:
Fourth season Bachelor contestant Kristi, a twenty-four-year-old loan processor,
mused, ―I see myself in the future as the mommy. You know, I‘m trying to get
everything together. And the phone‘s ringing and the stuff‘s boiling over and the
kids are screaming, and I‘m like, ‗Ahhh!‘ All of a sudden . . . the door opens,
there‘s Bob. ‗Honey I‘m, home!‘ And he comes up behind me, puts his arms
around me, and gives me a kiss, and at that moment everything‘s okay. You
know? Just perfect (emphasis original)‖ (Pozner 2010, 250).
My fourth category is the narrative of victimization. I marked moments which
referred to a contestant‘s trauma, past or present, as well as times in which the suffering
and/or trauma was sentimentalized as personal triumph or part of the process of finding
love. Lastly, I looked for scenes in which fear-inducing events, like jumping off of a
rocky cliff into the ocean or rappelling in the jungle, were used in a romantic context in
order to elicit feelings from the women.
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Fifth was vilification. Because understanding how vilification of a contestant
occurs is more difficult to pinpoint, I defined this category very specifically, focusing on
contestants framed as ―unpopular‖ in the house. Vilification of a contestant or a fairy tale
character always roots from interactions between women, so I tallied for this theme if
there were emphases on visual or spoken demonstrations of jealously by these unpopular
contestants. As vilification is gendered in this way, I also looked for instances in which
there were overt emphases on the sexuality of an unpopular contestant. This follows
from the lessons of the fairy tales: that chastity is a positive virtue, and that assertiveness,
especially sexually, is a negative one. Taking into account the element of selective
editing for television, I also noted when the use of suggestive music, obviously
manipulative editing, and/or the use of repetitive out-of-context sound bites were meant
to indicate a contestant‘s motives were impure. Lastly, I observed when the episode
included scenes of multiple contestants verbally attacking an unpopular contestant and/or
openly questioning her motivations for being on the show.
Another theme I categorized was the use of romantic rhetoric. This was meant to
illustrate the ways in which The Bachelor constructs an idealized version of love. I
looked for the use of terms typically associated with fairy tale romance, such as ―happily
ever after,‖ references to ―a dream come true,‖ ―a fantasy,‖ ―finding love,‖ ―falling in
love,‖ the literal use of the term ―fairy tale,‖ etc. I intentionally left this category a bit
broad to allow for flexibility in language; as such, I was concerned more with the intent
in which the women were using the terms.
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Under romantic rhetoric, I also tallied

references to Brad as being ―perfect,‖ ―the one,‖ or instances in which women referred to
his (superior) capabilities as a husband.
My seventh column was gender roles. In this, I observed for date tasks which reemphasized traditional male/female positioning.

This type of stereotyping in The

Bachelor was also related by Pozner in her colorful discussion of an episode from season
10 which featured US Naval Officer Andy Baldwin, and coincidentally, the woman he
ended up choosing to propose to, Tessa Horst:
First, Andy summoned Tessa to their first solo outing with a note instructing her
to ―Come as you are. I‘ll take care of the rest.‖…The resemblance to the
shopping scene in the classic ―hooker with a heart of gold‖ flick, Pretty Woman,
was uncanny—and not just because host Chris Harrison called Tessa a ―pretty
woman.‖ There was Andy doing his best impression of Richard Gere‘s rich john
buying fashions for—and affection from—Julia Roberts‘s prostitute, Vivian,
updated by Tessa twirling for her bachelor‘s approval (Pozner 2010, 43).
In addition to situations like the one above which clearly demarcate gender roles, I also
kept track of interpersonal communication and/or meetings which re-emphasized
traditional gender dynamics. For example, if a woman stated that she wanted her father
to approve of Brad before she could be with him, I would tally in this column.
Next is the display of consumerism. Though this is not a theme derived from the
fairy tale literature, it is however a theme discussed by much of the reality television
research. In Pozner‘s example above for instance, this ―pretty woman‖ moment might
have been accompanied by product placement for the companies involved in giving the
clothes and jewelry. In every season of The Bachelor, the final episode dedicates time to
whichever jewelry maker is providing the ring. Importantly, I took note of consumerism
any time the display of products or items were presented as desirable in a romantic
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context. In many ways, this category is related to class. The Bachelor on the whole is
foregrounded in class, with the use of mansions, expensive cars, luxury trips, and
ubiquitous helicopter rides. Furthermore, in each episode‘s rose ceremony, the women
are wearing ball gowns and are flawlessly made up for the cameras – a further grounding
of love in association with class. It is beyond the scope of this project to give specific
class-related critiques of The Bachelor, but I considered it worth noting when the
consumerist aspects of the show correlated products with romance.
The final category I utilized was looking for the male gaze, which I defined as the
emphasis on the erotic display of women‘s bodies. The Bachelor is well-known for the
use of pools and hot tubs, and as Mike Fleiss himself indicated, it is an important enough
aspect of the show to dictate the choice of participants. In a study of The Bachelor
conducted by Gust Yep and Ariana Ochoa Camacho, researchers found that as far as the
show‘s visual aesthetics were concerned, the women were treated mostly as objects of the
male gaze (Yep and Camacho 2004, 339).

They describe two techniques which

accomplish this:
The first uses visual approaches that scan and scrutinize the women's bodies with
the camera focusing on the women's breasts, buttocks, and legs as they dressed,
entered and left the pool, or disrobed to catch the bachelor's attention. The second
technique utilized plot devices that created situations for the women to expose
their bodies such as pajama parties, water rides in an amusement park, and
interactions in hot tubs and pools (IBID).
Using this study as a jumping off point for this category, I tallied instances in which the
camerawork in the show scanned/panned a women‘s body, particularly while she was
wearing a swimsuit, but also other occasions in which the camerawork actively
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encouraged viewers to examine the women through the male gaze.

While a mere

touchstone for this project, the male gaze in The Bachelor is persistent enough to warrant
a look at the program through this specific lens.
Methodological Limitations
During the process of collecting data for this thesis, I encountered a few
limitations. Beyond the fact that I am researching general impressions of the fairy tale
themes in The Bachelor, some drawbacks of the categories, tally system and how I
resolved them for this work must be acknowledged. To begin, the categories outlined
above are not mutually exclusive. Some episode scenes, verbal encounters, and show
situations incorporated more than one theme because, in essence, all the categories are
related under the broader umbrellas of ―fairy tale tropes‖ or postfeminist ideology. For
example, it was highly possible that an instance of gender role re-enforcement also
contained elements of passivity or a reference to marriage. When this occurred, I tallied
in multiple columns, so that a single incident may have resulted in two to three tally
marks for the episode. Rather than seeing this as a weakness, I feel the fact that the
tropes of fairy tales actually work in tandem makes them more potent. Consequently,
cross-tallying allowed me to dissect scenes more carefully and to account for a number of
factors that would normally exist in interpersonal relationships. This works for my
purposes, but ultimately renders my study qualitative and unable to be duplicated.
A second limitation I encountered was in my category definitions. In some cases,
my definitions aided me by being narrow and observable, but because I was looking for
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very specific incidents, it is likely that I missed other opportunities to classify certain
behaviors within my tally chart. One glaring example is how to treat tearful moments on
the show. While I might consider the display and aesthetic treatment of all tearful
moments (close-up camera angles, etc) to be related to gender stereotyping, this does not
fit neatly into any one category with which I was working. I used my best judgment to
decide which fairy tale trope best fit these moments, and in some cases, did not document
them if they could not fit my definitions. Another example of this type of limitation
manifested itself in determining how to handle Brad‘s solo camera time. In many ways,
Brad‘s sound bites and the way he expressed himself in relation to the women were fairly
archetypal confirmations of patriarchy and normative masculinity. This is certainly an
interesting and noteworthy component of how The Bachelor operates, yet due to my predetermined definitions, I was only able to take note when Brad spoke to one of these fairy
tale themes.
Finally, another constraint on my data collection was the fact that some episodes
in the season – especially the ones billed as ―controversial‖ – are so full of tropes that it
proved nearly impossible to decide when to mark a tally. For example, in episode seven,
three women go on a group date with Brad which involves them posing in bikinis at a
photo shoot for the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition. This date took up about half of
the two-hour show, and clearly fit in to my ―male gaze‖ category. However, the issue
comes in deciding when to mark additional tallies in that same category. Do I note when
the photographer asks the women to remove their tops? Do I observe when the camera
pans in on the women‘s breasts? How about each woman‘s separate photo time; or when
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the women are getting primped for the shoot and their bodies are being discussed openly?
To the point: the male gaze was present during the entire date, which lasted nearly an
hour on the air. These types of incidents cannot be documented very accurately by the
tally system, which is also why I took notes on each episode, and why I will primarily
focus on the discussion of specific examples in my data section. To resolve this tension
in my chart, I used my best judgment to decide when the theme was present, and then
made additionally tallies if I felt the theme was being explicitly reinforced in the same
scene or subsequent scenes.
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Chapter 6: Data and Analysis: Nine Tropes in The Bachelor
Season 15 of The Bachelor, starring Brad Womack, began on January 3, 2011 and
concluded on March 14, 2011. The entire season contained 12 episodes, including ―The
Women Tell All‖ and the ―After the Final Rose‖ specials. Each episode was two hours in
length, with the exception of ―After the Final Rose,‖ which was one hour. I viewed each
episode for initial impressions as it aired in primetime on the ABC network, and then
again in the following weeks on the internet television website Hulu.com for a more
thorough review and documentation purposes.
In order to demonstrate the presence of each theme within The Bachelor, I begin
each following section by briefly presenting the tally numbers for each category I
tracked. However, as discussed above, these numbers are merely impressionistic; the
indication of numerous incidents of each theme evinces the presence of these tropes,
which are then exemplified by qualitative data. In all cases, the number of tallies I mark
should be taken as evidence for further research; significantly more precise methods of
collection would need to be undertaken in order to quantify these themes.
Beauty
According to my tally chart results, over the course of this season of The
Bachelor, there were 44 references to the attractiveness of a contestant. Only the ―After
the Final Rose‖ special contained no references to a contestant‘s beauty. The highest
number of references to beauty was eight, which occurred in two episodes.

It is

important to note that, as discussed in the methodological limitations section above,
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beauty is bound up with nearly every other category in the show. The tally marks in this
column represent explicit comments about a contestant‘s appearance.

The example

below illustrates how a specific emphasis on beauty factors in the fairy tale illusions of
The Bachelor, but beauty will be discussed in relation to many of the other categories as
well.
The date that best exemplifies the theme of beauty in association with its fairy tale
roots is in episode two, when Brad takes out Jackie, a 27 year-old artist, for his second
one-on-one date.12 Their date begins with Brad surprising Jackie by taking her to a spa
and asking her to get in a robe. In the next scene, they both emerge in their robes to
receive couple‘s beauty treatments, including massages and manicures. Brad constantly
emphasizes his desire to ―pamper‖ Jackie and to make it ―her day,‖ checking in with her
at various points to make sure she is enjoying herself. After their spa time ends, Brad
leads Jackie to a large room filled with formal dresses and shoes in every color and style;
she is thrilled to discover that all the dresses are ―in my size‖ and we hear her voiceover
as she says, ―I have never experienced something so magical. I definitely feel my most
beautiful right now (emphasis mine).‖ The camera cuts away, but a few minutes later, a
fully-dressed, made-up, and coiffed Jackie is surprised yet again as she receives jewels
from Brad to complete her outfit. She exclaims excitedly, ―I feel like a princess! You‘re
spoiling me! (emphasis mine).‖

12

"Episode 15.2." The Bachelor. Starring Brad Womack, Host Chris Harrison. ABC. Air date: January 10,
2011.
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Throughout the time that the date is shown, Brad is remarking on Jackie‘s beauty,
her class, and her elegance, adding that because of these traits, she was the ―perfect‖
woman to take on that date. When they sit down to dinner at a table in front of a dark
stage in a large empty concert hall, they start having a more serious conversation. Jackie
confesses that she has only had a couple of relationships in her life, and Brad becomes
concerned about her level of commitment, remarking, ―You can have any guy you
want…You clearly pick the men you are with extremely carefully.‖ Jackie agrees that
she is choosy, but fails to see how this trait actually hinders the potential for a
relationship with Brad. Dinner ends when the curtains on the stage open and the lights
come up to reveal the pop band Train. The happy couple is serenaded and they sway
together to the music, which not quite coincidentally, is a romantic ballad called ―Marry
Me.‖13 At the end of the date, Jackie tells the camera, ―I felt so special‖ thanks to a day
of beauty treatments, regiments, and a fairy tale ending provided by Brad.
This date is quite obvious in terms of its overt fairy tale rhetoric and themes, right
up to the serenade and intimate dancing in the private ballroom, a scene which (not
unintentionally) could have been taken directly from a fairy tale story. Beauty plays an
enormous role in even the set-up for romance on this date. The message portrayed by the
trip to the spa and the indulgences Jackie received when she was dressing for her date is
that romance, or love, requires preparation of the body; and it is even better when that
preparation is disguised as pampering because being treated in luxurious surroundings
helps confirms the ―value‖ of the woman herself. This is evidenced by Brad actually
13

See lyrics to Train‟s “Marry Me” at http://www.metrolyrics.com/marry-me-lyrics-train.html.
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citing Jackie‘s beauty, grace, and elegance as the reason she deserved to go on this date
above the other women in the house. Moreover, Jackie‘s comments about ―definitely‖
feeling her ―most beautiful‖ (as well as ―I feel like a princess! You‘re spoiling me!‖)
reveal an absolute connection between this level of pampering and the sense of feeling
special, or self-worth, described in the fairy tale literature. This is clearly a significant
moment in Jackie‘s romantic life, confirming for the audience the myth that fiction-like
methods of courtship are what is required to make a women feel her most special.
Unquestionably, it requires the ―right man‖ to make this a reality, a confirmation that
specialness, beauty and heterosexuality are inevitably linked.
Furthermore, the first part of Brad‘s dinnertime comment (―You can have any guy
you want‖) espouses a belief that a woman‘s attractiveness is the key component in her
ability to land a man. Instead of being pleased that Jackie ―clearly‖ picks her men
―extremely carefully,‖ Brad‘s expression of concern depicts a patriarchal issue with
female independence.

Lifting from the fairy tale literature, Jackie‘s superficial

attractiveness and capacity for being dolled up make her worthy and capable of finding
love, but her choosiness, her independence, has been what has prevented her from
actually finding love.

The simple, retrograde moral here is that women, especially

beautiful ones who draw plenty of attention from men, should not be too picky about
which men they decide to be with. If they are, they offend the heterogendered structuring
of fairy tale-style relationships which obligates a woman to be appreciative of male
wooing. In other words, a women‘s perceived femininity is at stake each time she refuses
a man‘s approach. Jackie was sent home at the end of the sixth episode.
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Passivity
Significantly, the theme of passivity ranked second-highest in my tallies.

I

marked 59 instances over the course of the season where women deferred to Brad,
demonstrated stereotypically feminine virtues like moral goodness or chastity, or
willingly talked about their facilities for the domestic roles of wife and/or mother. Every
episode featured at least one element of passive behavior, and again, the maximum tally
count was eight incidents which occurred in two separate episodes.
By far, the contestant framed as the most passive was Emily Maynard, a 24 yearold children‘s hospital event planner from West Virginia; and interestingly, also the
woman Brad chose to become his fiancée in the final episode. In the very first episode,
only 14 minutes in, we are introduced to Emily by learning of her tragic past; the fact that
about five years before her appearance on The Bachelor, her fiancé Ricky, a former race
car driver, was killed in a plane crash. 14 Emily tells us that a few days after Ricky‘s
accident, in the depths of depression she discovered that she was pregnant with his
daughter, now nicknamed Ricki. 15 During this intro package, photos and footage of
Emily, her daughter, and even race tracks not at all related to Ricky‘s death are shown
accompanied by sad music. Throughout the season, Emily‘s story is told and re-told in
this manner, a factor which will be explored further in the victimization category, but
works in conjunction with the construction of Emily as passive. Viewers are led to

14

"Episode 15.1." The Bachelor. Starring Brad Womack, Host Chris Harrison. ABC. Air date: January 3,
2011.
15 Emily‟s rendition of her story has been questioned in the tabloid press since the show ended. For more
information see http://www.wetpaint.com/the-bachelor/articles/ruh-roh-ricky-hendricks-ex-fiancee-callsemily-maynard-a-liar.
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believe that Emily‘s tragedy and her lasting devotion to Ricky has kept her from pursuing
other relationships and in the early episodes, whether or not she will be able to ―open up‖
to Brad is questioned.
Emily is quite literally presented as a demure Southern belle with a heart of gold;
at several turns, Brad refers to her as ―the quintessential Southern belle.‖ To further
cement her status as the belle of the house, in the third episode when Emily learns that
she will be going on a one-on-one date with Brad that evening, she shares her tragedy
with the other women in the house - a drawn-out scene where, while Emily speaks, the
aesthetic focus is on the tear-streaked faces of the other women. 16 Shortly thereafter, one
of these contestants describes Emily as an, ―itsy bitsy Barbie Doll, with the soul of
Mother Teresa. So, you wanna hate her, but you can‘t because you can‘t hate Mother
Teresa. You gotta love her.‖ Clearly, if her own competition loves Emily, the audience
is supposed to love her too. And, of course, Emily is also portrayed as a dedicated and
attentive mother. She is frequently shown talking about Ricki with sound bites like,
―This is by far the longest I've ever spent away from Ricki and this is pretty
heartbreaking for me.‖
Brad and Emily‘s first date in the third episode also provides a good example of
how Emily is not just depicted by the editing process as passive, but how she constructs
herself that way in her relationship with Brad. Naturally, Brad surprises Emily with a
small plane ride to get to their date destination, the wine country. At this point, Brad

16

"Episode 15.3." The Bachelor. Starring Brad Womack, Host Chris Harrison. ABC. Air date: January 17,
2011.
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remains unaware of Emily‘s history, but it is hard to dismiss the possibility that the
show‘s producers manufactured this bit of discomfort in order to elicit a reaction from
Emily and emotion from the audience. Sure enough, in Emily‘s voiceover during the
plane ride she talks about how nervous she is to fly because it makes her think of Ricky.
She also says that she does not want to let Brad know how nervous she is because she
does not want him to feel bad or to think that she is ―ungrateful.‖ These statements speak
for themselves. Emily is willing to put aside her own anxieties, even though they stem
from an extreme and understandable circumstance, in order to avoid the mere possibility
that Brad would feel ―bad‖ for having asked her to ride in a plane, and even more
centrally to the theme of passivity, that he would actually think she was ungrateful for his
efforts. Instead of taking a risk and sharing her emotions, Emily accepted the chance that
Brad might be the type of person who would blame her for the situation.
As the date continues, Emily shrinks back and is quiet, deferring to Brad in
choices and withdrawing from conversations whenever possible. When Brad asks her to
tell him about herself, she answers, ―You know…I‘m a happy person. I like everybody.‖
Brad, who seems genuinely interested in her and though clueless, has shown no signs of
being intolerant, calls Emily out on her lack of candor as he wants more from their date.
Emily finally acquiesces and begins telling Brad her tale, now the third time in just three
episodes that the story has been told to viewers. As she approaches the end of her story,
she reveals that she now has a five-year old daughter, adding, ―…and now, I‘m the
happiest mom.‖ Brad considers the date a success and feels closer to Emily, saying, ―I
love the fact that she is a mother.‖
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The way Emily is represented by the show is quite reminiscent of the heroine of
fairy tales, something we can observe when we revisit this quote from Lieberman:
Since the heroines are chosen for their beauty (en soi), not for anything they do
(pour soi), they seem to exist passively until they are seen by the hero, or
described to him. They wait, are chosen, and are rewarded (emphasis mine)
(Lieberman 1972, 386).
Emily passively waited until Brad showed an interest in her romantically; only then did
she feel empowered to share her story with him, though she had already shared it twice
more on the show. She was fearful that Brad would be driven away by the tragedy, and
was willing to sacrifice her own sense of completeness to keep him interested. Emily
embodies all of the traditionally feminine virtues required of fairy tale heroines: she is
domestic, as evidenced by her role as a mother; she has moral turpitude, as demonstrated
by the fact that she apparently waited five years before moving on from her fiancé‘s
death; she is modest, works at a children‘s hospital, and was even openly compared to
Mother Teresa, an actual nun revered for spending her whole life in service to others.
These observations become even more powerful when the fact that Emily ―wins‖
the show is taken into account. Per Lieberman, Emily ended up being ―rewarded‖ for her
passivity and in part, it confirmed her capacity as wife material for Brad. Lest we forget
the component of beauty in Lieberman‘s words, Emily was also a ―Barbie Doll,‖ her
attractiveness rendering her passivity both acceptable and desirable. It was clear that
Brad was interested in her from the beginning because he thought she was a knock-out,
saying things like, ―You make me lose words. I feel like an idiot around you.‖ Over the
course of the season, he made numerous references to Emily‘s appearance: her blond
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hair, her overall beauty, and the fact that she often ―took [his] breath away.‖ All of these
factors sum up to render Emily The Bachelor‘s perfect Southern lady; gendered speak for
the embodiment of the type of stereotypically feminine characteristics associated with
fairy tales.
In essence, the construction of Emily‘s storyline, that she was the last woman
standing, and that passivity was the theme which appeared second most often in this
season of the show purport the idea that passivity is a vital piece of a woman‘s attractive
qualities. Viewers are meant to identify with Emily; either to sympathize with her or to
see their own hardships and chances for obtaining love through her eyes. In light of this,
it must be noted that in the show Emily is relieved from this pain by Brad’s love. She
does not pursue Brad; Brad pursues her, and slowly but surely, she reciprocates as she
feels more certain about their relationship. In the final episode, Emily meets Brad‘s
family and sits down to speak to his mom, telling her:
I am just so grateful to have met your son. He has just been such a blessing to me
and just, even in the short amount of time, he has just been such an angel in my
life. Any girl would be lucky to have Brad and I would be so, so grateful
(emphasis mine).17
As indicated in the literature, the dominance of patriarchal relationships is confirmed
with the idea that only a man can deliver peace to a troubled woman; and that peace
comes in the form of her prospect to become his wife and the mother of his children.
Marriage

17
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With the premise of The Bachelor ostensibly being about marriage, or at least the
search for a spouse, I expected marriage to rank highly as a theme in my tally chart.
However, throughout the 15th season, I only tallied 38 direct references to the desire to be
married and/or engaged, or the portrayal of marriage as a romantic myth, placing it sixth
overall out of the nine themes I tracked. Of course, the fact that marriage is the ultimate
purpose of the show means that, as in fairy tales, the end-goal of getting married is a
vitally important piece of the storyline despite how many direct references are made to it.
Indeed, in this season of The Bachelor there was an instance of marriage referred to in
every episode. The contestant who most contributed to my category of marriage was the
woman who came in second place to Emily: Chantal O‘Brien, a 28 year-old executive
assistant. Pointedly, Chantal‘s plotline in The Bachelor is demonstrative of how fairy
tale themes work together in complex ways to produce a socially-codified desire for
heterogendered marriage, yet, specific utterances about marriage itself may actually
prove to be damaging to a contestant trying to find love on television.
To begin, early in the season we learn that Chantal had been married previously,
and had only been divorced about a year before appearing on The Bachelor. Now
―ready‖ to begin the search for love again, Chantal falls for Brad almost immediately,
beginning in the third episode when she shares with Brad the story of how she found out
her inattentive, substance-abusing biological father passed away. 18 She begins to cry,
relating to Brad how the death changed her life because she realized she was ―always
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living for tomorrow, instead of today.‖ Brad comforts her, telling her that he likes her
―soft side.‖ Through her tears, Chantal is invigorated by his attention. When their alone
time ends a few moments later, Chantal tells the camera that Brad made her feel
―beautiful and special,‖ and though they have not yet been on a solo date together, she is
now ―falling for him.‖ This tearfully emotional moment centered on tragedy fits in with
the theme of victimization (to be explored more thoroughly next). Chantal‘s pain was
seemingly soothed by the mere fact of Brad‘s sympathy; and in her eyes, his expression
of sympathy for her misfortune signaled something even deeper.
In the next episode, Chantal has her first one-on-one date with Brad.19 It turns out
they are going walking on the sea floor and Chantal is afraid of deep waters. She briefly
expresses fear to Brad, but swiftly agrees to go through with it anyway. In an expression
that further combines the theme of victimization with passivity and romance rhetoric,
during her on-camera interview Chantal tells the audience,
I really really really don‘t want to get in that water. But I‘m gonna have to do it
and face my fear because if I just give up and don‘t do something that scares me,
that will show him that I’m not willing to take chances for him. So I have to do it
…I am so freaked out. Knowing that Brad is watching me and seeing how I
handle myself, when I’m so fearful…and I‘m just like, telling myself ‗just do it,
just do it, just do it‘ (emphasis mine)!
After the camera shows Chantal reluctantly suiting up and getting into the water with
Brad, we hear her continue speaking, divulging this personal epiphany of sorts:
I was so scared to go into the water today, but being down here…it was such an
amazing experience. I look at me having to face my fear and get in that water a
lot how I look at love. When you put yourself out there, a whole new world can
19
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be open to you…I feel like I am open and ready to falling [sic] in love (emphasis
mine).
Brad‘s role as the ―hero‖ of The Bachelor‘s concocted fairy tale should not go unstated.
Although Brad does not say much (on-camera anyway) during his date with Chantal, he
takes on stereotypically patriarchal responsibilities: he encourages her to face her fears,
protectively holds her hand under the water, and gives her positive feedback the entire
time, impressed that she so bravely tackled this fear-laden task with him.

Upon

surfacing, and having readily confronted her fear, Chantal now deems herself truly ready
to find love. At the end of this first date, she states, ―I‘m in this to find a husband,
someone that I can spend the rest of my life with. And…Brad is that person. I think that
I could be Chantal Womack. Definitely.‖
Chantal ―put herself out there‖ and ―face[d] her fears‖ in hopes of getting
rewarded with Brad‘s affection; not because she wants to prove her independence and
bravery, but because she is afraid that not going through with it will indicate to Brad that
she is not wife material (―…if I just give up and don‘t do something that scares me, that
will show him that I‘m not willing to take chances for him.‖; ―Knowing that Brad is
watching me and seeing how I handle myself, when I‘m so fearful…‖). All of the
emotional and physical labor that Chantal puts into this date is almost completely onesided, yet, that labor leads her to believe something to be true about Brad: now that she
has conquered her fear, he is ―someone that I can spend the rest of my life with.‖ Simply
by assuming a traditionally patriarchal role with Chantal, Brad is elevated to the level of
potential husband in her eyes, and it is not by accident. Crucially, it must be understood
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that from the scholarship on reality television that The Bachelor‘s producers design
scenarios putting Brad in the position of authority and control. But, the acculturating
nature of fairy tale stories and the ideology of postfeminism outweigh this reality TV
fact. In fairy tales, rather than gaining female agency, a heroine is rewarded for her labor
with the promise of courtship and/or marriage. In The Bachelor, Chantal‘s agency in
facing her fears is eclipsed by the focus on her labor being used solely as a means of
readying herself to be Brad‘s wife.
Once Chantal has this sea floor walking experience, her feelings for Brad escalate
very fast. In episode six, she is the first woman to tell Brad, during a brief conversation
before the rose ceremony, that she has ―fallen in love‖ with him. 20 Brad asks her what
―makes her believe that.‖ Chantal explains that she ―went from believing that the journey
was about her‖ to caring about Brad; that it was the ―love of sacrifice.‖ After declaring
her love openly, references to marriage are a constant with Chantal. In episode eight,
Brad visits her hometown, where Chantal seeks the approval of her parents (her mom and
step-dad, who she refers to as ―Dad‖):
My parents are great judges of character and this may be the only chance they get
to speak with him before I could potentially be engaged to him, so if they don‘t
feel like he‘s the right guy for me, I‘m gonna have to listen to them…it is crucial
– absolutely crucial – for my parents to give me the go ahead today and let me
know that they approve of me being with Brad (emphasis mine).
In another bow to patriarchy, getting approval from the parents actualizes into getting
approval from Dad: the camera shows Chantal confiding in her dad that she is falling in
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love with Brad and seeks his counsel. Her dad reassures her that he‘ll ―talk to Brad‖ for
her. He and Brad have a lengthy conversation in front of the cameras where they
compare very similar stories of growing up without fathers and pulling themselves up by
the bootstraps to become successful businessmen. Chantal‘s dad obviously likes Brad
because Brad reminds him of himself (he even says as much), and gives him approval to
be a member of their family should he decide to marry Chantal. When the day ends,
Chantal tells the audience: ―I am in love with Brad and having Brad be able to meet my
family and having them approve just basically confirms it for me. I truly feel like, not
only do I want to marry him; I also know that now I could marry Brad.‖
The rest of the season is also peppered with references to Chantal‘s willingness
and desire to marry Brad. In episode nine, Chantal tells Brad she could marry him ―on
the spot‖ during their South African safari date. In episode ten, the finale, Chantal also
tells Brad‘s brothers that she would marry him ―right there.‖ But perhaps the most
compelling detail about Chantal‘s emotional journey and its heavy grounding in the
theme of marriage is that Chantal ultimately loses out to Emily in the bid for Brad‘s love.
In fact, it is not ever clear that Brad is falling for Chantal the way he falls for Emily; and
in the ―After the Final Rose‖ episode, he alludes to that fact several times when pressed
by Chantal.21 Comparing the televised trajectories of the two women and considering the
fairy tale literature, it becomes clear that Chantal‘s pursuit of Brad – her declarations of
love, her complete and utter devotion to him while they were together – just did not
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translate tidily into the well-worn paths of fairy tale heroines. Instead, her pursuit could
be read as overly needy, even pushy at times, while Emily could be characterized as truly
passive and fits a traditional model of femininity more closely.
In this, we can also see a potential indicator as to why references to marriage do
not play a bigger role in The Bachelor than other fairy tale themes: at the end of the day,
the woman who pursues too much disturbs gender dynamics and threatens masculinity in
a patriarchal relationship. Femininity in fairy tales is characterized by inaction, so that
reactions and words like Chantal‘s seem desperate by comparison, and therefore, less
desirably feminine. Reviewing Chantal‘s emotional path on the show - exactly how she
fell in love with Brad, decided he was ―the one,‖ and then left heartbroken - it seems that
the mere promise of marriage would not be as seductive a reward if other contributing
fairy tale tropes, like victimization, passivity, or the reinforcement of gender roles had not
already reinforced the power, the necessity, and the inevitability of patriarchy in a
postfeminist media environment.
Victimization
The theme of victimization has already been discussed in conjunction with both
passivity and marriage, and specifically in regard to Emily‘s and Chantal‘s journeys
through the show.

Although victimization has been explored to some extent, it is

imperative to delve into it further for several reasons. First, per the fairy tale literature,
showing women suffering as part of the courtship ritual sends a dangerous, normalizing
message that pain, fear, or distress is simply a part of falling in love. Sentimentalizing
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suffering further conveys the message that being victimized in some capacity is, in itself,
a path to adulthood; a preparation for marriage to the man who best alleviates the pain.
Victimization of women has been shown to be central to The Bachelor in multiple ways.
In total, I tallied 37 instances of victimization throughout the 15 th season. Only ―After
the Final Rose‖ did not have any incidents of contestant victimizing.
As I have referred to elsewhere in this thesis, many instances of victimizing in
The Bachelor come from the date tasks themselves. Some of the activities are not the
average romantic dinner, dancing, and champagne in the hot tub; like Chantal‘s walk on
the sea floor or Emily‘s small plane ride, several dates have built in fear-inducing
elements which seem oddly tailored to the women‘s personal fears. In episode four,
Michelle, a contestant deathly afraid of heights (who I‘ll discuss more in the vilification
category), is asked to rappel down the side of a high rise building in Los Angeles. 22 In
episode six, Alli, who openly discussed her fear of insects, goes on a date with Brad to a
40 million year old cave in Costa Rica – it turns out she is also terrified of bats and
literally screams for multiple minutes. 23 All through the season, there are moments like
these: Ashley H.‘s ―biggest fear‖ is riding in a helicopter and when she sees one readied
for her date, she actually runs away24; Britt, a 25 year-old food writer, is expected to
jump from a 30-foot high rocky cliff into the ocean on her one-on-one date with Brad, of
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course, wearing nothing but her bikini. 25 At no point does any contestant on the show
declare that she does not want to do one of the tasks, no matter how much it requires of
her personally. As we have already seen, the women almost always go through with it
for the purpose of showing Brad that she is willing to ―take leaps/risks/chances,‖ or ―put
herself out there‖ for a chance at love.
In terms of victimization in this season of The Bachelor, episode five is a
shocking example of how far producers are willing to push the emotional constraints of
the women, and in particular, Emily. This episode features a group date where Brad
takes out Emily, Jackie, Michelle, Britt, and Chantal. 26 The date is at none other than the
Las Vegas Motor Speedway, a NASCAR race track; a site which undoubtedly will again
stir Emily‘s emotions in connection to her fiancé‘s passing. In yet another ―surprise,‖
Brad announces to the women that they all will actually be driving NASCAR racecars. A
few moments later the camera pans across the women, now decked out in racing
jumpsuits, as they strut like models through fog from a smoke machine; Brad‘s ecstatic
voiceover reinforcing that, ―This is every single guy‘s dream.‖
Predictably, not all the women are as thrilled as Brad is about this adventure.
Britt is the first to admit her reservation, saying, ―I am thinking right now, I am not really
sure what I‘ve gotten myself into. But, you know, you wanna show off for a guy, you
wanna show him what you can do. So I‘m totally gonna suck it up and go for this. I just
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need to…uh…get myself ready.‖ But shortly thereafter, the entire date becomes about
Emily, who is visibly sullen and preoccupied. Jackie is the first to notice that Emily is
upset and does not seem to be having a good time, and takes it upon herself to tell the
camera Emily‘s story, only slightly preceding Emily herself recounting the narrative still
another time. This rehashing alone compounds the victimization factor for viewers by
doubly emphasizing the meaning of Emily‘s tragedy in this search for love - on top of the
fact that this date was almost certainly intentionally set up by the producers to evoke this
very response.
Finally, Brad notices that something is wrong with Emily and pulls her aside to a
private area of the track, asking if she is okay. Their conversation is as follows:
Emily: I‘m fine. I‘m just so excited to be here with you.
Brad: I saw your face change and I was thinking about you, of course.
Emily: I‘m like…I mean, I don‘t want you to think that I‘m like, ungrateful or that
I‘m not excited to be here at all, or anything, it‘s just, honestly I was like…I just
wanted to move on from the whole NASCAR world you know, because it is so
much a part of my life in Charlotte.
Brad: How were you involved in NASCAR?
Emily: Ricky was a racecar driver…the Vegas track was what ended his driving
career. He crashed at the Vegas track.
In a voiceover that plays during footage of their interaction, Emily emphasizes for the
audience that she does not want Brad to feel bad about the choice of dates. Meanwhile,
Brad encourages her, and even offers to have everyone leave if she feels uncomfortable,
but Emily repeatedly insists that she does not want to leave. They get up to rejoin the rest
of the group, and a camera cuts to Emily getting ready for her drive. For more than two
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minutes straight, the episode is focused on Emily‘s attempt to make her lap, her own
voiceover best cementing how this date was founded in the theme of victimization:
All the other girls were so excited, and I could tell how…I could tell how excited
Brad was about being there…
[The camera cuts to Emily crying under her NASCAR helmet]
…It brought back a lot of memories for me, being there. The hardest part was
actually just getting in the car.
The only time I‘ve ever been in another racecar, I‘ve been in the passenger‘s side
and Ricky‘s been driving. I‘m really just thinking about how much I miss Ricky
and how much he always wanted me to drive and I never would because I was too
scared.
[Brad approaches Emily while she is sitting in the car wiping away tears.
Brad: Are you okay? You don‘t have to do this.
Emily: No, no I‘m ready. I’m so excited. I‘m ready, I promise.]
As I was sitting there, I really just had to take a minute and think about, you
know, what I was doing. Um, just push myself.
[After another minute, Emily takes off slowly on the track.]
I‘m trying to just stay positive and see this as what I need to move on. I decided
that I don‘t want to bring anything from my past into today. Ricky will always be
a huge part of my life, you know, I‘ll always love him. But, the whole reason I
came into this process was so that I could start something new, with somebody
new (all emphases mine).
This date was not just painful for Emily to go through; as a researcher, it was
difficult to watch due to how premeditated a NASCAR group date (on the very same
track which ended Ricky‘s driving career) including Emily seemed, and all the while,
Emily was depicted endeavoring to maintain her Southern belle composure and
disposition though she truly struggled emotionally just to get through the task. Even
though when the date ends Emily seems happy, the other girls applaud her, and
triumphant music accompanies her victory, this episode essentially took her traumatic
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incident, boiled it down to a few gut-wrenching made-for-TV moments, and used her
victory to illustrate the rewards of trauma. Furthermore, those ―rewards‖ are nothing
more than Emily realizing that she is ready to find a new man; a confirmation of the fairy
tale literature which sees victimization as a precursor to heterogendered marital roles.
The combination of passivity and victimization in this episode of The Bachelor is
disturbingly powerful because the scenes featuring Emily are intended to evoke emotion
in the audience as well, and they succeed. For most viewers, empathy with Emily would
overtake a critical look into the methods the show used to draw out that empathy; another
factor which makes retrograde postfeminist ideologies like these so potent in reality
television.
Vilification
The theme of vilification contained the fourth-most number of tallies in my chart
(tied with beauty) with a total of 44 instances where a woman was portrayed to have
impure motives or intentions through emphasized demonstrations of her own jealousy,
was verbally attacked by multiple other contestants, or through use of suggestive music
or editing while she was speaking. The contestant who bore the brunt of this villainous
framing was Michelle, a 30 year-old single mom from Utah. Tellingly, my tally marks in
the vilification category are completely absent from the four episodes which do not
include Michelle.
In reality television, and particularly on The Bachelor, a woman set up as a
―villain‖ normally has a few qualities that parallel those of villainous women in fairy
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tales. She is usually confident and independent, particularly in comparison with the other
women, which usually leads to her being characterized as ―over-confident‖ and therefore
―bitchy‖ by other contestants and/or the editing process. Her confidence sometimes
translates into comfort with her own sexuality, including in her interactions with the
bachelor, which then becomes defined as ―aggressiveness‖ - or worse. Unlike the female
villains in fairy tales however, villains on The Bachelor are usually quite beautiful, and
therefore threatening to the other contestants. Almost always, other contestants will
accuse this woman of being ―manipulative,‖ there to ―play the game,‖ or say that she is
not there for the ―right reasons,‖ especially if the season‘s villainess makes it a point to
say that she is not there to ―make friends,‖ but instead to ―find love‖ with the bachelor.
All of these factors were true with Michelle. From the beginning, she made it
clear that she was there looking for a relationship with Brad and although she was
pleasant with the other women, many of them openly despised her because they felt that
she was ―evil‖ and ―manipulative.‖ 27 At 30 with a daughter, Michelle was older than
most of the other contestants and had more life experiences, so she was more comfortable
around Brad from the beginning; but also, she was extremely invested in the show. Her
investment in the process of The Bachelor, and what she later described as a ―very dry,
sarcastic sense of humor,‖ led her to make comments which could be easily interpreted as
attacks on the other women.28
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Michelle told the cameras early on that she was ―right for Brad‖ because she was
a ―woman‖ and the other contestants were ―little girls.‖ Anytime she had to go on a
group date, she commented on how ―sick and tired‖ she was of ―spending dates with the
other women,‖ because ―Brad is mine‖ – a refrain which was repeatedly used as a
voiceover, despite the context. As the stakes in the game became higher, Michelle got
more competitive, once saying, ―These girls are not right for Brad. I‘m not going to lie, I
hate them.‖ She expressed irritation when women she clashed with, like Chantal, came
home after their dates with Brad, and (jokingly) wished Chantal would ―get attacked by
monkeys‖; she also once jokingly threatened to elbow someone in the face. As all of
these incidents involving Michelle played out in each episode before her elimination, she
slowly but surely faced the ire of TV writers, bloggers, and commenters, who, thanks to
the framing of the editing, had Michelle pegged as the contestant to hate for the season. 29
A writer covering The Bachelor for Entertainment Weekly‘s online magazine commonly
referred to Michelle as ―Mistress Mole Hair,‖ called her ―a lunatic fame-seeker with
stalker tendencies,‖ and then, when Michelle was eliminated in the seventh episode, had
this to say:
I have to say, I had no real clue who was going to get sent home, so I was ill
prepared for the joyous outcome: MICHELLE HAS BEEN DEFEATED!
MISTRESS MOLE HAIR'S REIGN OF TERROR IS OVER! The only bummer
is that she refuses to let us witness the nuclear meltdown that is no doubt brewing
inside of her; she ices Brad out with a curt goodbye and lies down in the back seat
of the Reject Limo and stares straight ahead, denying Team Bachelor the
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hysterics they crave so badly. That's our girl -- spiteful to the end (emphasis
original). 30
The author follows up by asking readers: ―How did you celebrate Michelle's departure?‖
In all fairness, Michelle did display possessive and sometimes manipulative
behavior in her interactions with Brad. In episode six (the one in which she is the most
vilified), Michelle goes on a group date with several other women rappelling in the jungle
in Costa Rica. 31 Recalling Brad‘s ―promise‖ to never go rappelling with anyone else
after their frightening date in Los Angeles, Michelle becomes angry that he will now be
rappelling with several women. When Brad notices and asks her what is wrong, she
playfully hits him a few times – an action which might be considered acceptable in a
long-term relationship, but seemed out-of-step in the context of the courtship
environment of The Bachelor. Later in the episode, after Brad has had a tough day on the
group date and sending home Alli following their one-on-one date, Michelle shows up at
Brad‘s room. She knocks on the door, and when Brad opens it in a state of shock, the
camera shows her in shadow simply saying ―hello‖ accompanied by ominous music
before cutting to commercial - clearly trying to give the impression that her actions were,
at the very least, odd (and given that it was out of the norm for the show, it was odd).
In Brad‘s room, Michelle cozies up to him and they begin kissing. She asks him
what went wrong with Alli and tells him that she thinks he made the right choice. Brad
teasingly asks if there are ―any other decisions‖ that she wants him to make. Michelle
30
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answers honestly, saying that she ―didn‘t like‖ that he kept Chantal and that if he ―end[s]
up with her it will be a huge mistake.‖ Michelle then proceeds to list off the names of the
remaining women in order of who Brad should send home. Brad, playing along at first,
begins to become irritated at being questioned on his decisions.

Michelle protests,

claiming that he asked her and that was the only reason she was giving a list – not quite
the reality of the situation. Before things sour too much, Michelle leaves.
Later in the episode, at the pre-rose ceremony cocktail party, Chantal catches
wind that ―someone‖ gave Brad grief about his decisions. She and a few other girls start
asking around, until it becomes obvious that it had to have been Michelle. Michelle
finally admits that she had gone to Brad‘s the night before, but firmly denies talking
about any of them – again, something that would be revealed as untrue once the show
aired. The women are completely shocked that Michelle ―violated‖ the unspoken rules of
the house, one of which was, apparently, not sneaking off to see Brad. Michelle seems
rather bewildered by the whole incident, but is ultimately rewarded when Brad gives her
a rose anyway. In the next episode, Brad sends Michelle home following a tumultuous
group date to be discussed during in the male gaze section of this thesis.
What is important about Michelle‘s vilification is how, because she possessed
certain personality characteristics, the editing process was directed to make her seem like
a ―lunatic.‖ The fact that she has a daughter, like Emily, is almost never discussed and
when it is, the editing of the show makes it seem as if she is using her daughter to get
closer to Brad. For the record, Brad was very interested in Michelle, thought she was ―a
mature woman‖ who was hilarious, and he openly defended her in the ―Women Tell All‖
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episode when Michelle was brought back to face the other woman and was subjected to
sustained verbal attacks to the point that she broke down into tears numerous times. In
the ―Women Tell All,‖ Michelle‘s mothering skills were questioned by contestants who
barely knew her, and she was called ―creepy, like a spider,‖ and ―evil.‖ 32 For her part,
Michelle acknowledged that there were things she wished she had not said, but openly
questioned her positioning on the show, wondering why none of the meaningful
conversations she had with Brad made it on air.
Perhaps the most disturbing thing about the way vilification works on The
Bachelor is that it becomes a postfeminist tool for women to use to band together in
rooting against a contestant, and even frankly express hatred for them in a gendered
manner, as exemplified by the recap excerpt from Entertainment Weekly‘s website. From
the fairy tale literature, one of the lessons to be learned from contestants like Michelle is
that strong-willed, independent, forward women can never be successful in their bids to
win the bachelor‘s heart. Standing out too much among peers detracts from patriarchal
definitions of ―desirable femininity,‖ and in an environment of competition, makes you a
target. Additionally, the relationship between the ―villainess‖ and the other women on
the show actually encourages women to compete with each other by normalizing fighting
and name-calling. Whether or not ―real‖ women choose to behave in this way, Pozner
notes that displays of jealousy and cat-fighting in romance reality TV stereotype all
women as ―bitches‖ willing to fight over men by tearing each other down.
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postfeminist ideology, the implications of vilification in reality television are highly
connected to self-regulation, the emphasis on ―natural‖ differences between the sexes,
and an emphasis on false methods of self-empowerment; after all, women must be
assured that they can aesthetically compete with these evil, manipulative beauties that can
sway men with their good looks.
Romance Rhetoric
Maybe unsurprisingly, romance rhetoric in The Bachelor had the most prevalent
presence of any category I watched for. I counted a total of 68 utterances of romantic
rhetoric which included the use of phrases associated with fairy tales: ―happily ever
after,‖ ―dream come true,‖ ―fantasy,‖ ―finding love,‖ ―falling in love,‖ etc.

Every

episode of the 15th season contained romance rhetoric, and the episode which contained
the most was the finale with 10 tallies.
Romantic rhetoric is very much the ―language‖ of The Bachelor. These wellworn expressions taken from fairy tale stories provide a way for the women (and
sometimes Brad) to articulate themselves within the context of the fairy tale-like
courtship environment of the show. Because of its position as the chief expressive mode,
romance rhetoric is one of the themes bound up with other categories and can be pointed
out in a multitude of cases; but most of the usage of romance rhetoric is around
demonstrations of passivity or the desire to be married. Due to this fact, Chantal and
Emily were large contributors to the romance rhetoric tally marks.
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On her ―fantasy date‖ in South Africa, Brad takes Chantal on a safari in which
they are two passengers in a Jeep driven by experienced local guides. 33 Regardless of the
fact that the local guides are in charge of the trip, Chantal states for the cameras:
There‘s not many people that I could say I would feel safe with when I‘m
surrounded by lions and hippos, but I am trusting Brad to keep me safe in this
situation…but it‘s more than that. It’s really a metaphor for what’s really going
on in our relationship. There are scary things, there are scary feelings around
every corner, and with him, I just have to trust him, I just have to put my faith in
him, and trust at the end of the day, I‘m not going to get hurt in doing that
(emphasis mine).
Beyond the clear indications of passivity and gender roles in this statement, Chantal
translates her experience into a suggestion of romance and relationship building,
idealizing Brad in the process. She adds:
I love Brad. And you know, it‘s more than just this feeling; love is more than a
feeling to me. It‘s the fact that I want to be better for him and I want to put him
first and I want be…to have unselfish love. And it‘s like, I want what‘s best for
him. And it‘s me damn it (emphasis mine)!
In this, a connection can be made between an expression of passivity (―I just have to trust
him‖) and the use of romantic rhetoric as a justification for that passivity (―…love is
more than a feeling to me‖). Shortly after this is also the moment where Chantal tells
Brad that she would be willing to marry him on the spot; forwarding the use of romantic
rhetoric as a tool associating sacrificial love with a marital role as wife. Near the end of
their date, Brad leads Chantal to an isolated outdoor bungalow where they will spend the
night. Bolstering her reliance on romance rhetoric as a part of her ―journey,‖ Chantal
exclaims, ―It‘s like an adventure-love story-fairy tale all in one!‖
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In the finale episode, romantic phrasing is used heavily in Chantal and Emily‘s
limo rides and walks to the ―altar‖ to meet Brad and find out if they are the one he has
chosen. Chantal is up; usually a bad sign in the world of The Bachelor, as the woman to
be dumped is normally told first, though she does not know it yet.34 As the camera shows
Chantal getting ready, donning a dramatic black dress with feathers on the shoulder and
making the long trip up the aisle to reunite with Brad, she says:
Today is a very big day. If Brad proposes to me, I will be elated. I want to see
Brad on one knee telling me he loves me and telling me he wants to spend his life
with me. I am more ready than ever to be engaged and to get married again. To
me, it‘s about the right person, and I‘ve found that person. I really do think that
Brad is the one for me. He‘s the one that I want to be with and the person that
I‘ve been waiting for. When I’m with him, it is always just perfect. I love this
man; I want to move forward with him…and today is the day. It’s going to be a
fairy tale ending (emphasis mine).
Unfortunately for Chantal, a few minutes later Brad breaks it off with her, simply stating
he has stronger feelings for someone else. Devastated back in the limo, Chantal sobs,
stating, ―I just feel really stupid. How could I have been convinced that he was the one
when he didn‘t even love me? I‘m just really scared that I‘m not going to find love.‖
Comparing Chantal and Emily as they took their turns up the aisle is quite telling.
Emily wears a very feminine white or light pink gown which resembles a wedding dress,
as opposed to Chantal‘s black one.35 When it is her turn to meet with Brad, Emily says:
To say that I‘m anxious or nervous is an understatement. I have wanted to get
married forever, but I’ve always known that I want it to be with the perfect
person. Ricky was in my life for a reason. His role was to show me what love is
34
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and to never settle for anything less than that. I have fallen in love with Brad –
there‘s no question in my mind that Brad is the right person for me. I can‘t really
think of any other day – except obviously the day that I gave birth to my daughter
– that will change my life more and I don‘t want to get this close and have
everything just slip away again. That‘s my biggest fear…getting my heart
broken. I don‘t want to go through that again (emphasis mine).
Emily‘s words, while also filled with romantic rhetoric, are much more passive than
Chantal‘s. Chantal uses more words stereotypically related to fairy tales (―the one,‖
―perfect,‖ and even ―fairy tale ending‖), but Emily‘s words are grounded in femininity
and gender roles. All of the changes, important events, and lessons she has encountered
have been endowed to her by men. Moreover, while Chantal declares, ―I want to see
Brad on one knee telling me he loves me and telling me he wants to spend his life with
me,‖ Emily demurely leaves it in Brad‘s hands, relating it to her status as a victim: ―I
don‘t want to get this close and have everything just slip away again. That‘s my biggest
fear…getting my heart broken.‖
What we can take away from the ―language‖ of romantic rhetoric on The
Bachelor is that, per the fairy tale scholarship, the hardships of marriage would not seem
as rewarding or desirable without the artifice of romance. But ultimately, romantic
rhetoric does not equate to anything except fantasy; overusing it does not necessarily
make the love ―real,‖ as seen with Chantal. Instead, it obscures reality, constructing loselose scenarios for women in which the failure to obtain or keep love is reductive to a
personal fault.

The prevalence of romantic rhetoric on reality television creates a

dynamic in which women expect courtship to be teeming with grand moments, and these
grand moments are portrayed as incredibly fulfilling; so much so that women are
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encouraged to give up control, look past times of doubt, and just have ―faith‖ in
patriarchal relationship structures without ever being apprised of the realities waiting on
the other side of the engagement. Revisiting the study of TLC‘s A Marriage Story and A
Baby Story, carrying this dynamic into actual relationships can only cause women to feel
failure; as Jennifer Maher aptly put it:
On the one hand, these programs are indoctrinating women into traditional gender
roles, confirming the dominant cultural beliefs regarding love and romance that
[Adrienne] Rich and other feminist theorists have critiqued. On the other hand,
we can also view Wedding and Baby as revealing the unhappiness that occurs
when you have bought the romance-as-ultimate-fulfillment idea hook, line, and
sinker (Maher 2004, 199).

Gender Roles
The frequency of situations in The Bachelor which reaffirm traditional,
stereotypical male/female gender roles are common simply because of the premise of the
show; still, the number of tasks or interactions which reemphasize those positions
actually outranked many of the other themes. Gender role reinforcement came in third of
the categories I tracked with a total of 52 tallies. Every episode featured at least one
instance of traditional gender roles being reinforced.
Tracing where stereotypical gender roles are being reinforced is slightly more
nebulous in The Bachelor since nearly every date scenario (and indeed the entire show) is
set up to place Brad in the position of authority. When there is a group date where the
girls are asked to act out scenes with Brad wearing French maid uniforms or latex
Catwoman outfits and the script involves the women fighting over who is going to kiss
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him, that reinforces a certain patriarchal gender dynamic. 36 When Brad takes Shawntel
N. on a shopping spree and hangs out with her while she models clothes for him, it
reinforces gender hierarchies (this date will be discussed in detail in the consumerism
category). Almost any time a woman demonstrates passivity or deference to Brad‘s
feelings or decision-making, it is a confirmation of gender roles. Therefore, rather than
making a list of these incidents, it is more fruitful to discuss how not conforming to
gender roles in the fairy tale world of The Bachelor is to a contestant‘s detriment.
Ashley Hebert, a 26 year-old dental student, was the first woman to go on a oneon-one date with Brad in the second episode. They formed an immediate bond and
attraction to each other; after their date, Brad said of Ashley, ―Let's face it, this girl is the
entire package...I like this girl. I like this girl a lot.‖37 Ashley was equally enamored
with Brad, but as the show trucked on, she had a very difficult time dealing with the idea
of Brad being intimate with so many other women. In episode four, she goes on a large
group date and out of frustration, begins bickering with the women in the hot tub. She
tries to find Brad, and encounters him kissing Britt. With all parties uncomfortable, Britt
leaves Ashley and Brad alone to talk. Ashley confesses to Brad that she is feeling a
―retraction‖ from her earlier attraction to him, and resentment at the fact that she has to
endure him kissing other women. In a question only someone in his privileged position
would ask, Brad says, ―It can be exciting though right?‖ Ashley fires back, ―For you, for
sure.‖ Brad immediately becomes frustrated with her comment and point of view.
36
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Ashley relents a little on her rhetoric, but continues to refer to the fact that she feels
herself taking ―a step back‖ emotionally to protect herself from the situation at large.
This is only the beginning of Brad and Ashley‘s turbulent romance.

In

subsequent episodes, Brad attempts to reassure Ashley of his strong feelings for her, yet
Ashley continually uses the word ―retract‖ when describing her sentiments. She never
truly acclimates to the structure of the show, and though she claims to care greatly about
Brad, is not willing to risk her feelings as openly as some of the other women. Their date
in Ashley‘s hometown is quite predictive. As opposed to the three other women in the
episode, instead of excitedly discussing her ―love‖ for Brad, when Ashley introduces her
hometown and discusses her relationship with Brad, she makes reference to how
disconnected from him she feels.38
When their date begins in a local restaurant, Brad indicates to Ashley that he
wants to have a serious discussion about their relationship and starts:
I‘m gonna tell you…I‘m so confident…so confident in whatever it is we have. I
don‘t question it; I look forward to seeing you. I just want to move forward. But
I do wonder, because every single time it seems like, you use that damn term
―disconnected.‖
Ashley looks a bit sheepish, but defends herself even as she concedes that their
relationship has not progressed as much as it could have:
I know…the thing is I‘m always going to honest about things and I‘m not going
to repress anything. Like, if that‘s the way I feel, I‘m kind of an open book. I‘m
going to tell you what‘s on my mind, good or bad. I feel like we spent so much
quality time – like me reassuring you, you reassuring me all the time – I think
we‘ve wasted so much time and I don‘t want to do it anymore.
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They make a promise to each other to focus on what they have, and not on the process.
After their lunch, Ashley confesses to the camera that being from a small town where
there are tight knit families and communities makes her ―focus on relationships.‖
Brad‘s visit with Ashley‘s family reveals even more about her actions, as her Dad
takes Brad aside to talk about Ashley‘s future as a dentist. This conversation ensues:
Brad: She seems to be so driven. I like that.
Ashley’s Dad: She is…
Brad: Very independent.
Dad: She‘ll be a dentist and you know that.
Brad: I do…
Dad: And she‘ll finish that. Even if, you guys fall in love and all that, she will
finish her schooling.
Brad: Uh, I do like that about her…so, we have some more pretty serious
conversations to have.
Dad: That‘s true…kids? Do you want kids?
Brad: I do…now does she?
Dad: I don‘t know if that would scare Ashley or…I don‘t know about that
because I don‘t know how she‘s feeling right now.
Brad: Yeah, that makes two of us! Fill me in if you find out.
Here, Brad begins to express some doubts as to whether Ashley‘s ambitions will coincide
with his own. He attributes her reservations to a fear of losing her independence, though
she frames it in terms of fear of rejection. At the end of their date in Ashley‘s hometown,
Brad wonders, ―Can I keep up with Ashley? I don‘t know. I‘d like to think we could go
through life together, but I need to figure this out. Will a proposal scare Ashley?‖
The final proverbial nail in the coffin for Ashley‘s chances in the show come in
the ninth episode, the fantasy dates in South Africa. On their date, Brad asks her where
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she would want to live.39 To his dismay, she never mentions moving to Austin with Brad
as a possibility. He questions her about whether she feels she can balance life with
school, and then life with owning a dental practice. Fairly obviously, by ―life‖ Brad
means the responsibilities of wife and mother; the threats of Ashley‘s career, her
independence, and her failure to mention gender role-specific goals have created
numerous doubts about their future together.
Later at dinner, Ashley tries to convince Brad that if she were his choice in the
end, she would be willing to move to Austin. But as they discuss their separate plans for
their own futures, Brad tells Ashley that is concerned that their relationship is not
―moving forward.‖ Ashley responds, asserting that Brad ―is just looking for an easy fit‖:
for a ―wife.‖ Brad grows frustrated and the date starts to become awkward. Back in the
fantasy suite, things do not improve. At the rose ceremony, Brad is distraught about what
to do. He pulls Ashley aside before handing out any roses, and apologizes for their date.
Ashley begins to cry. Brad admits he was asking tough questions, but that he was
looking for sincere answers. Ashley agrees that the questions were important; neither of
them understands how things went so wrong between them after starting off so strongly.
Finally, Brad says he does not know if he fits into Ashley‘s life. She does not say much,
only adding that she knows she made mistakes along the way, that she did not know
―how to do the process,‖ and that she was trying to protect herself. Brad again becomes
frustrated at the flow of the conversation and says, ―I need to tell you goodbye.‖ Ashley
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stands up, saying ―okay,‖ which irritates Brad further. He adds, ―Okay, I‘m confident in
my decision.‖ They say goodbye, expressing heartbreak at the lost potential.
Ashley‘s perpetual doubt and lack of faith in the process of The Bachelor seems
completely understandable and almost expected from an outside perspective. However,
in the end, her inability to conform to the show‘s standards of gender dynamics was the
reason she and Brad did not end up together. In stark contrast to the other women, she
did not have a ―love of sacrifice‖ for Brad, nor did she see him as a personal savior. She
had aspirations of her own which interfered with her ability to completely submit to the
show without questioning its premise or potential outcomes. Because she pointed out
aspects of the show which favored Brad (telling him it was exciting for him) and did not
profess her love for him after their limited amount of time together, Ashley‘s feminine
virtues and abilities came into doubt. Brad was not willing to take a chance on her when
she could not ―correct‖ her instinct for self-preservation. As previously mentioned,
Ashley is returning as the next Bachelorette; the question remains as to how her past
focus on her own ambitions and her career will be addressed. Will she declare that she
―failed‖ at finding love, as Ali did, because she let these things get in the way?
Consumerism
Earlier, I discussed why I chose consumerism as a theme to watch for; because
the display of products in association with romance and/or love was something I felt
important in the construction of love as a romantic myth. I also mentioned how because
the entire show is foregrounded in class, blatant promotions of consumerism might be
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difficult to pinpoint.

My tally chart reflected this complexity: I counted only nine

incidents in which products on the show were being used in a romantic context. Despite
other occurrences, for instance, the fact that the names of the world-class hotels in which
the contestants stay are name-dropped during the promotional breaks, I did not count
these because they did not directly involve the connection between love and products by
the contestants. The episode which featured most of the tallies under the consumerism
category was episode five, in which Brad takes Shawntel N., a 25 year-old funeral
director, on a shopping spree in Las Vegas. 40
Brad takes Shawntel to the exclusive Aria Resort & Casino containing one of
Vegas‘ most extravagant malls filled with luxury brand shops like Chanel, Coach, Dolce
& Gabbana, and Fendi. He announces to her that she will be able to buy whatever she
wants from any store and Shawntel is thrilled, saying, ―This is going to be the best date
ever!‖ This immediately connects romance to consumerism, but then Shawntel also
comments that because she is from a small town the mall seems big and overwhelming,
and ―I don‘t even recognize the names of some of the stores‖; a confirmation of Brad‘s
authority and superior positioning on this date. For his part, Brad reflects, ―I think it‘s
every woman‘s dream to be able to go from store to store and buy whatever she
wants…Shawntel is an incredibly sexy woman. She‘s sexy without even trying to be,
which makes her even sexier.‖ This non-sequitur strangely associates a woman‘s beauty
with her (innate) desire to shop.
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The cameras follow Brad and Shawntel from store to store as she tries on items
(some of which he picks out for her) and comes out of the dressing room to show them
off to Brad. In each scene, the store they are in is prominently highlighted, as are the
items through which they browse. The audience hears Shawntel state, ―I definitely felt so
natural with Brad going through the mall holding his hand, shopping (emphasis mine)‖; a
statement which is almost ironic in the fact that a luxury brand shopping spree would not
feel natural for the vast majority of people. In the world of the fairy tale, it becomes
normalized as another courtship event. Brad notes, ―I didn‘t know Shawntel was so
stylish. She can wear anything and look incredible…I feel like I‘m talking to a woman
that I can spend my life with‖; another non-sequitur which confirms the importance of
beauty as a feminine requirement.
When Shawntel returns to the contestant suite hauling several enormous bags, the
other women become extremely jealous quickly. 41 She pulls out item after item from the
gigantic bags, showing off her wares. One girl whines, ―I‘m really jealous. It‘s like the
perfect Pretty Woman moment that every girl dreams about.‖ Taking in the jealous vibes,
Shawntel states to the camera, ―I almost didn‘t want to show them everything because I
know they‘re not really that happy for me. I am SO living every girl‘s dream.‖ The
camera cuts back to the group scene as one of the contestants asks how much all of
Shawntel‘s new clothes, shoes, and purses were worth. Shawntel reveals that just one of
the bags added up to $5000. The room grows silent. Michelle is heard in a voiceover: ―I
41
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really really REALLY wish that I would have had the one-on-one date today with Brad.
I‘m very jealous.‖ Shawntel then excuses herself to get dressed for dinner with Brad.
When Shawntel leaves, the mood in the room grows bleaker.

One woman

sarcastically says, ―I‘m just waiting for diamonds to come in now,‖ and the other women
chime in, speculating what will happen on the second half of Shawntel‘s date. Most of
them agree that it will be very romantic - Brad‘s interest in Shawntel was apparently
indicated by the grandeur of the shopping spree - igniting their own insecurities. When
Brad comes in to pick up Shawntel, the girls are very tense toward him. Shawntel
descends down the stairs in a beautiful black designer dress and heels, gloating: ―When
I‘m walking down those stairs in that dress and those shoes…I think the grin on my face
explains my feelings right now. I‘m so excited and I feel like a princess.‖ 42 As she and
Brad leave, an air of defeat is cast over the room.
As this scene indicates, in a postfeminist media culture, consumerism is equated
with personal worth. In this specific case, Shawntel was bolstered and flattered by the
indulgences bestowed upon her by Brad; she and all of the other women took this display
of wealth as an indication of his blossoming love. For Brad to be willing to spend so
much on her (never mind the fact that the products were probably given to the show in
exchange for the placement they received), Shawntel must have been very special, and
therefore a threat. Additionally, that so much of the language around this date invoked
prototypical romantic rhetoric (―the perfect Pretty Woman moment‖; ―every girl‘s
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dream‖) suggests that in our postfeminist world, consumerism has become linked with
two class-based, gendered assumptions.

First: that shopping is core to a woman‘s

personality and a surefire way to please her; and second: that consumerism is a desirable
and acceptable way for a man to woo a woman. This power structure strips a woman‘s
agency in courtship, reducing it to a simple ―biological‖ reaction to goods. Even more, it
sets up an unattainable and ill-advised aspiration for viewers at home; that love and
romance can/should be shown with purchases, and that the correct female response to this
―affection‖ is always unquestioning gratitude and flattery. Simply put, your man loves
you most when he buys you high-priced goods - a standard sure to lead to marital
disappointment for numerous reasons. Brad sent Shawntel home in the eighth episode,
after disclosing that he was not in love with her.
The Male Gaze
Finally, my last category of analysis: the male gaze. Like consumerism, the male
gaze is not a theme related to fairy tales, but instead to postfeminism; indeed, it is an
important question as to why a romance reality television show whose audience is
primarily women is imbued with so many scenes of women in bikinis. Though the male
gaze did not rank highly among the categories I tallied for, there was still a significant
presence: 31 instances of visual emphases on the erotic display of a woman‘s body
throughout the season. Conspicuously, the frequency of the male gaze being utilized
through camera work was primarily confined to the first seven episodes; as the
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contestants were whittled down, the focus of the show changed to become more
intimately about the relationships between Brad and the remaining women.
As alluded to in my methodological limitations sections, the episode which by far
featured the most occurrences of the male gaze was episode seven in which three women,
Michelle, Ashley H., and Chantal, go on a group date with Brad in Anguilla. 43 The date
begins as the time on the screen displays ―2:07 am.‖ The camera follows Brad as he
walks into the girls‘ house with a flashlight. He wakes up Michelle, Ashley, and Chantal
and tells them to get ready as fast as possible. The women comply. Once they emerge
from their room, Brad leads them to another nearby house. They enter and stand in front
of a large crew of mostly men; a woman who introduces herself as MJ Day finally breaks
the news: ―Are you ready to feel sexy? Because you are about to grace the pages of the
legendary Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, which hits newsstands February 15th.‖
Michelle, Chantal, and Ashley are totally shocked. MJ continues, ―And I have
my team here, and they‘re going to make you even more gorgeous than you already
are….Let‘s get to work.‖ The next scenes are cut together montages of hair being curled,
faces being made-up, and bikinis being tried on. In rapid succession, the women‘s
insecurities begin to show. Ashley puts on a small red bikini and seems embarrassed,
covering herself and shouting to the camera, ―No boobs!‖ She rushes up to Brad (present
the entire time) and hugs him, saying ―Hide me!‖ She then confesses, ―Being in the
Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue is like, crazy to me. I might need a little boost in that
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department if you know what I mean‖ as she points to her chest. Chantal is even more
anxious about the ―date‖ activity and reveals her own body issues:
I am so not the model type and I‘m scared. And, I‘m feeling like a fatty today and
being in a swimsuit - not exciting…The other girls seem really excited about
doing this photo shoot…I am freaking out. I am regretting eating as much as I
have the last couple days. I feel like a fat lard and the idea of having to go get in a
swimsuit and try to act sexy, when you don‘t feel sexy, it terrifies me.
Nevertheless, Chantal dons a skimpy crocheted red bikini. Shortly thereafter, the fully
primped women head out to the beach to begin the shoot.
Outside, the photographer, Raphael Mazzucco, is introduced.44 Ashley is up first.
Raphael begins to direct her: ―I hear you‘re a dancer. Do some ballet.‖ Ashley playfully
jumps into the air a few times, giggling. Raphael instead instructs her to lie on her back
in the sand. She poses a few times and Raphael encourages her, muttering, ―Beautiful…‖
A few beats later, he adds, ―This is fantastic. This would look incredible without a top
on.‖ Ashley immediately protests, sitting upright: ―No, I‘m not doing that.‖ But MJ,
now the set director, steps in quickly to take charge. She hands Ashley two large conch
shells and instructs her to hold them over her breasts – she wants Ashley to use them in a
standing pose because ―you have the best butt.‖ Ashley is convinced. She removes her
top and raises the conch shells, posing seductively to Raphael and MJ‘s approving
commentary. Ashley‘s confidence grows in front of the camera and as her comfort
develops, Chantal‘s insecurities amplify. She says:
Ashley is just killin‘ it and I am like, scared out of my mind. I am not feeling
sexy at this point. I am feeling very self-conscious and I am outside of my
44
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comfort zone. But even though I feel like, not Ms. Confident and Sexy, I am
choosing to go out there and just act like I am and hopefully, maybe, I‘ll feel the
part.
Soon it is Chantal‘s turn in front of the camera.

She starts working poses,

appearing quite confident despite her interview confessionals. Raphael declares, ―Let‘s
get her wet‖ and the camera cuts to Chantal rolling around on the sand at the water‘s
edge. She stands up with handfuls of wet sand, smearing it on her chest and letting it drip
down her stomach. Michelle, Ashley, and Brad watch awkwardly from the sidelines,
surprised at how sensual Chantal is allowing the shoot to become. MJ chimes in, ―How
do you feel aboooout…taking your top off?‖ Chantal does not hesitate – the ante had
already been raised by Ashley – and replies, ―Let‘s do it‖ as she unties her top and
attempts to cover her breasts with her arm. Michelle and Ashley stare in disbelief. Brad
looks away uncomfortably, adding that he is starting to get nervous because the women
are becoming competitive, and that even though Ashley and Chantal taking off their tops
was ―extremely hot,‖ it was ―a little bit awkward‖ for everyone else involved.
Next is Michelle. She begins by informing the camera that she is not going to
remove her top because ―I‘m just not the type of girl who‘s easily persuaded into doing
something like that.‖ She cajoles Brad to join her shoot, and he reluctantly agrees.
Michelle then acknowledges the ante she must meet: ―I‘ve done a little modeling in my
life. I‘ve gotta show these girls up.‖ Just then, the camera cuts to her mounting Brad in
the sand, straddling him in a provocative pose. Chantal and Ashley look on as Michelle
begins kissing Brad while she lies on top of him. Raphael eggs them on, repeating
―Beautiful‖ as he snaps the pictures. They are shown taking photo after photo, despite
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the fact that these particular photos could not be used for the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit
Issue at all; it essentially was an excuse to include overt sexual escapades into the
episode. Michelle finishes by commenting, ―On a scale of 1 to 10 of how hot my photo
shoot was with Brad today, it was like at least a 15. If everyone would have walked
away, it would have gotten a little crazy in Anguilla.‖
After their morning photo session, the date transforms into a pool party; the entire
rest of the date is conducted in the same bikinis from the photo shoot. Not surprisingly,
things start to go terribly wrong between Brad and the women. He takes note, saying:
This was supposed to be the ultimate, dream fantasy date. But instead, today has
been absolute hell. I mean, I thought I knew Michelle; she‘s always been very
aggressive, very intense, and sometimes I like those qualities. But today I should
not have allowed the kissing scene to happen. Ashley and Chantal are visibly,
and rightfully so, upset.
Brad starts talking to the women one-on-one. Ashley seeks validation for not being
explicitly sexy; in comparison to Chantal‘s scandalous photos and Michelle‘s intimate
displays with Brad, she feels like ―the kid sister.‖
When Chantal speaks with Brad, she is distressed that Brad‘s body language
seems distant, and reassures Brad that she still loves him. But by this point, Brad is
miserable and not really talkative. Chantal takes this personally, confiding on camera:
Brad was a little cold today and my fears are starting to come out. I told him I
loved him and maybe he‘s freaked out by that. Maybe he‘s scared or maybe he‘s
not interested in me. He‘s had commitment problems. But I‘m just concerned
that something‘s changed…that he‘s backing away, that he‘s getting cold on me.
She confronts Brad again and gets very emotional. She cries, Michelle is icy, and Ashley
is emotionally distant. Brad dubs this the ―date from hell.‖ When he decides to give
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Ashley the date rose in order to restore her confidence in their relationship, Chantal
immediately breaks into more tears and Michelle becomes angry. Chantal becomes very
dramatic at not having received the rose and refuses to talk to Brad, tears running down
her cheeks. Brad comforts her, but is clearly frustrated at the entire situation. When it is
time for the rose ceremony to begin a few minutes later in the show, he ―breaks the rules‖
by deciding he does not want to have a cocktail party with the women. He hands out
roses to everyone except Michelle. In the end, her sexual aggressiveness proved to be too
intimidating for Brad, despite the fact that he was a willing participant.
This highly contentious date undoubtedly began with an unfettered male gaze: the
women posing in bikinis on a photo shoot for Sports Illustrated, the ultimate men‘s
magazine. The sheer amount of anxiety demonstrated by the women as they get ready,
pose themselves, and then watch each other confirms that this date was created entirely
for the benefit of Brad and the audience. It was also fairly obvious that MJ, the female
set director, was the liaison between the contestants and the nearly all-male crew in order
to elicit comfort from the women; in this light, it is rather apparent that asking the women
to remove their tops was premeditated, as evidenced by MJ swiftly producing the conch
shells for Ashley and wasting no time inviting Chantal ditch her top. This move was sure
to create (not unwanted) controversy among the contestants and on the air.
Because of the fact that The Bachelor‘s audience is women, a cross-promotion of
Sports Illustrated seems perplexing. And the cross-promotion did not simply end with
the episode; the entire photo shoot of the three women (Michelle‘s pictures with Brad did
not make it online), accompanied by highly edited ―sexy‖ videos can be found online on
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the Sports Illustrated website. 45 While seemingly puzzling, this date is insidiously in line
with postfeminist ideologies promoting constant self-maintenance and notions of selfempowerment which spurs women to shift problematic moments of objectification into
ones of subjectification, so that the male gaze is personalized and internalized. This can
be witnessed through Raphael, the photographer. As he snapped the photos of the ladies,
complimenting them with undertones of eroticism, he serves as the conduit for the
audience, inviting us to judge and enjoy these bodies. Yet, his compliments also act to
―empower‖ the women; to encourage them to become more freely sexual in exchange for
the gratification they receive from the internalization of the male gaze. As the rest of the
date proved, the self-empowerment promised by postfeminism is fleeting; the women‘s
egos were damaged by going through this ―date‖ and their insecurities with their bodies
quickly transformed into insecurities in their relationships with Brad.
In this way, the male gaze reiterates hegemonic masculinity and traditional gender
roles in relationships. Watching incidents like these on The Bachelor teaches women that
one of the chief ways they are judged by men is in terms of their body‘s worthiness, and
normalizes this concept as part of dating and finding love. Although the drama that led
Brad to dub this the ―date from hell‖ could be seen to discourage provocative situations
like surprising women with a Sports Illustrated photo shoot, instead, the focus on the
women‘s displays of emotion were an indictment of their own insecurities. Furthermore,
the male gaze in The Bachelor regulates women‘s bodies, particularly those of single
women. The show constructs the idea that women looking for love should be camera
45
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ready at all times, be willing to go along with the ride no matter the task, and above all,
be willing to push the boundaries of their own comfort levels in order to prove their
dedication to men. Yet, it is only by riding a fine line of acceptable sexuality that women
are ―chosen‖ by the bachelor, and the responsibility for not taking things ―too far‖ rests
firmly on their shoulders.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion: “I’m sorry this hasn’t been a fairy tale”
In a rare moment of candor, The Bachelor ―After the Final Rose‖ special provided
insight into what happens to contestants after the show ends and they are left to maintain
a relationship which was entirely conceived in unreal circumstances. 46 Traditionally a
time when the final couple plays nice in front of a national audience for the first time, in
the 15th season, things played out much more like a debriefing. A few minutes in, with
Brad sitting next to him, Chris Harrison breaks it to the audience that Brad and Emily had
actually planned to get married on that day, but that the plan had been derailed because
the couple had broken up during the airing of the show. Brad confirmed that their
relationship has been a ―rollercoaster,‖ and that although they were still together, things
had not worked out as he had hoped. The audiences, both in the studio and at home, were
shocked; the finale airs just before the ―After the Final Rose,‖ so the last images seen
were Brad and Emily‘s romantic engagement. Harrison conveys sympathy and dismay,
as if troubles following The Bachelor‘s courtships were unexpected: ―I‘m really sorry to
hear what you guys have gone through; I‘m sorry this hasn‘t been a fairy tale.‖
Then, Emily is brought out to reunite with Brad.

Harrison asks them very

detailed, intimate questions about their readiness for marriage now and what is was like
watching the episodes each Monday. Emily speaks for herself; she is not the shrinking
violet she seems to be on the show. She talks about having ―severe anxiety‖ every
Monday in anticipation of The Bachelor‘s airing. Harrison probes further: ―So Monday
46
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night you pick up the phone or what? You email or what happens?‖ Emily‘s answer
provides context to the patriarchal nature of the premise: ―I mean I obviously knew it
wasn‘t going to be the ‗Let‘s Watch Emily and Brad Fall in Love‘ show. But, um…I
didn‘t think he would give them so much material to work with…‖ She also sheds light
on the editing process when speaking about watching Brad with Chantal:
And I feel like, we had a relationship that nobody else – none of the other girls
had. And then, watching it…I just saw how much fun they had, and I was
watching it thinking, ―Well, I would have picked her!‖…They had so much fun
together and then I watched ours and I look so boring, and I was falling asleep
during our dates, and I wanted to ring a bell in my ear…But, I am not this uptight
girl that I come across as, and um, I like to have fun too and I just felt like, if I
was given dates that I got to go diving with sharks and going down freakin‘ lines
in the jungle I would be fun too (emphasis mine)!
Despite his previous ―apology‖ for their fairy tale not having come true, Harrison
presses Emily, asking why she would ―sabotage [her] own engagement‖ by questioning
her feelings when she watches the episodes.

Emily answers, ―Going through it,

everything was so real for me. Watching it, I‘m trying to figure out what’s reality TV
and what is my reality (emphasis mine).‖ To that end, Harrison announces that the other
successful Bachelor/Bachelorette couples are there to give advice to Emily and Brad:
Trista and Ryan, Ali and Roberto, and Jason and Molly are seated on stools on the stage.
In a frank half-hour not usually seen on The Bachelor, their comments about getting
along in ―the real world‖ further illuminate the artifices of romance created on reality
television. Ryan‘s words are the most telling: ―The six weeks you‘re on the show, you‘re
on a cruise ship and everything‘s taken care of and then they throw you on a life boat and
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push you out and it’s like stormy seas and that‘s where you are right now…(emphasis
mine)‖
In essence, The Bachelor does not just throw its contestants into the life boat; the
premise of the program pushes the entire audience out onto these stormy seas, leaving
them to navigate the murky waters between what constitutes reality and as Emily put it,
―what‘s reality TV.‖ Even with the circumstances created for the contestants - the
idealized romance, the manufactured drama, and the very concept of 25 or 30 women
competing for one man - all the while, the show figures the feelings, emotions, and
interpersonal relationships extracted from this environment as natural: as ―reality.‖
Critiquing the show through nine facets of classic fairy tale tropes and postfeminist
ideology, it is evident how closely romance reality programs actually mirror
conventional, patriarchal relationship structures and stereotypes of women which place
them at a social and cultural disadvantage. Through my data collection in conjunction
with the literature, it can unambiguously be stated that The Bachelor is intentionally
contrived: the show presents a patently false outlook on romance and the courtship
process that is outdated in order to generate ratings and media attention. Yet these oldfashioned notions are given new life by the dominance of postfeminist ideology in reality
television, which covertly promulgates patriarchy-affirming social structures by
renovating women‘s empowerment into a personal project, so that in the end any failures
can be attributed to their own flaws and faults.

Future Research
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This work on The Bachelor only scratches the surface of the messages that the
program is able to create and constructs a general skeleton for researching the show.
Fairy tales have shown to be an essential component of this subgenre of reality television
and are a foundational constituent in the very creation of shows like The Bachelor. Based
on the impressions generated by my tally results, a systematic quantitative study of The
Bachelor would produce more determinant results about the presence of these nine
tropes, and would enable reception work to be done with focus groups. In addition to a
quantitative review of the show, the themes I have discussed in this paper have shown to
be so embedded in the structure of romance reality television that each element could be
qualitatively pursued on its own accord more thoroughly. The way the male gaze and
competition work in The Bachelor, particularly through the ideology of postfeminism, is
a subject worth reviewing since we know that the audience is by and large women (see
Yep and Camacho 2004). There can also be an expansion of the look into romantic
rhetoric as the ―language‖ of The Bachelor and how this language actually obscures the
truth of marriage and love purported under the guises of reality TV. Lastly, passivity,
victimization, and the incorporation of traditional gender roles are highly related, and the
way the program relies on these elements to construct its heterogendered narrative makes
up the crux on the show. This female agency-ripping road map to finding love has
disturbing results for contestants and viewers and should be further investigated.
There are still other methods by which to study The Bachelor. Untouched here is
the subject of race and the presence/absence of bachelors of color or women of color, a
rich area for review (see Banet-Weiser 2007, Dubrofsky 2006, and Jhally and Lewis
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1992). Related to this are the commodification of ethnicity and the exoticizing of culture
on ―fantasy dates‖ and how these Orientalizing trends function in favor of the white
bachelors (see Dubrofsky 2006 and Dyer 2007). Displays of class in the show – the way
class is already foregrounded in upper-middle class values, the high-dollar trips and gifts,
the bachelor‘s assumed financial resources – create an interesting dynamic in silencing
the voices of the working or middle class (see Sgroi 2006 and Stephens 2004). Lastly,
The Bachelorette should be reviewed in conjunction with The Bachelor in order to
supplement generalities here made about the franchise as a whole.
One final point: before I ever embarked upon this research, I had watched the past
10 seasons of The Bachelor and 5 seasons of The Bachelorette. Regardless of the
problems with romance reality television, we should not so quickly dismiss the pleasures
associated with watching, an issue at the heart of feminist television scholarship for the
past several decades. Laura Stempel Mumford writes that all feminists agree that there is
pleasure in watching TV, ―whether that pleasure means the direct enjoyment of
individual television programmes, or resisting dominant media messages or constructing
alternative meanings from those media, or of sharing the viewing or the interpretive
experience with friends and family‖ (Mumford 1998, 119). The elusive question which
plagues media scholars is how audiences actually receive the information delivered by
reality TV, what the sources of pleasure are, and the social significance of those pleasures
(IBID). There is no easy answer, nor is there a simple research design which can
precisely indicate the thoughts, feelings, and viewing motivations of The Bachelor‘s
audience. While the studies which have been addressed to some extent here are excellent
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starting points, intensive research on reception could elucidate the complexities that
surround pleasure, resistance, and/or negotiation, and media manipulation for viewers of
reality romance television (see Baruh 2009, Hall 2009, Mumford 1998, Roberti 2007, and
Seiter 1991).
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Episode #
Episode 1 Introductions
Episode 2 –
Acting/Jackie
Episode 3 –
Michelle/Emily
Episode 4 –
Chantal/Michelle
Episode 5 –
Shawntel, NASCAR,
Two-on-One
Episode 6 –
Costa Rica
Episode 7 –
Anguilla
Episode 8 –
Hometowns
Episode 9 –
South Africa/Fantasy
Dates
Episode 10 –
The Women Tell All
Episode 11 –
Brad‘s Family/Final
Dates
Episode 12 –
After the Final Rose
TOTALS

Table 2:

The
Male
Gaze

Beauty

Passivity

Marriage

Victimization

Vilification

Romance
Rhetoric

Gender
Roles
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||||
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|||| |||

||||
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||||

|||| ||
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||||

||
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|||| |||
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|||| |

||
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||||

|

|

|

|

59 (2)

38 (6)

68 (1)

52 (3)

44 (4)

||||

37 (7)

44 (4)

Author‟s Full Tally Chart by Episode
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Consumerism

|||
||

||||

||||

||||

||

|

9 (9)

31 (8)
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